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CHAPTER._ 1

FEARING
1;HE EINKNLQWN

.'
.

Duruig the 1960:s and early 1970's out national concern fur science
reached., perhaps, an all:time peak The acrt ent of the Space Age made more

people aware of the potential for *scientific triumphs nod- bcfore drLaincd,
of science and scientists vt7ere accorded the highesresteern F % en at the nix

of this IA ri.ting: our .nation continues to plact great faith Ninth 'in our
) ,

scientific add technological fields and in tlIcti.se persons intuited in them I he

mass media, especially telet*ision, hate go en the public a broad (.0%k:rage of
3,11 fields of science and technology, As a result, these same media hate
contributed greatly to the stimulatcon of public interc.st.,10 and cindLr
standing of scienceand engineering

et a comment -frequently heard is thaj the schools of this nation
hate nor-focused adequate attention on science 'and scientific studies this _

in spite of the fact that ' more and more scientific literature and

supplementary learning materials. hate been made .aallabIL. to Llassropin
teachers Ilhe ,massite efforts of the National SLRInce Foundaon has c
stimulated elementary schoor.science curriculum de%!:lopineht to a state
nete'r before (nen contemplated

In actuality, though, the -tt elernentart sthcol tcaIher tends
to he apnrehensite about the teaching s,if science &spae the fact that

,

science, technology, and scientific' slues permeate AnicriLan culture
Perhaps that is the problem Science is so much a part of oursdailt lit Ls that
we tend not to obserte the et idence of its processes oLLarring t% ithin and
aroundus, and, as a consequence, we think- of sicri, as a discipline
exemplified ht Albert Einstein's famous equations understandable b%

Just a handful of.people in th$.: world, and totallt abstract to the rLst of us
Elementart school teachers tend to'ignore science because the% hate a high
degree of anxiett about the topic, and, perhaps, fear that as teachers net du
not know enough, to teach it well

But this need not he so Science is similar to an of tne'zout'her

-disciplines that are represented in the elementary schod Lurriculuin
Granted, the bodyof scientific Knowledge o %oluminous, ind sciutcc h,), it,
own w ay of -know mg- experimentation along w ith4 a rather

otal,;u1a;y But science is a means of generating new know le'Llge and,,f4s one

consequence, of making the ktiorld_a better place in tit Inch to lot./
5
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I he 'problems associated with teaching science at the elemental,. ,
lei el hay e dot resulted from indeeision as to idiat to te.ich or es en lieu to
teach, but rather from whlt seems to be a lar of sLioi., I y dispelthis
fear is ms purpose here 'MY goal, and that of the -National I ducation

Association, is to help you, -as an elementary school teacher, to better
understand what science is and to beeomeinore confident ii1,teaching it. I

hope to proside a series of,clalsroom tested practices and technique' that
will help each of sou extend sour know ledge of teaching per se to the
teaching of one of the most fascinating ftelds.know n to humans = science,

Why Teach Science in the Elementary Grades?
ft.

, There are many lists of objectives and rationales for teaching, sciencv
to elementary school students High on the list is the fact that scien.ce is
has mg an impact on the lines of a people in the world greater than that of
"an\ other cultural facet, perhaps en including religion 1 ou w ill note that

j
scientific and technological. kn*ledge is the factor used to distinguish
among developThg nations, industrialized nations, and -post industrial''
nations such as the lrnited States Thus, seienc.e impinges on people at Their
shops, homes, and transportation terminals, and even in their entertainment

However, the rristerialistic well-being of a people is just one
measure of the impactpact of science on the world's culture \\ aim, our Ow n
nation we use science' as one of the means by which to inculcate some of the
following values

I Science is used to stimulate the critical and erCatiYe thinking
skills of vbung people'

2 BY knowing about scientific facts, principles, andtheories, our
citi;:ens,better understand and apprecwe.the sw hole of the planet

earth and the universe ' .. ,

3 the study of science aids in decision making by our goy eminent
Citizens with a bettei knowledge of the uniyerse are better able
to make more intelligent decisions especially in the careas of

the environment and those socially related considerations that arc
also a part of the world of science

4 Scientific knowledge and its study lead fo future careers in the
field These careers may not vet be invented Recall that just a
quarter of a century ago, there was virtually no computer
industry, and jobs that ieguired knowledge about electronic data
processing were few With just one tiny breakthrough the

transistor ale careers of millions of persons, were created
.),

6
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Among- the other major goals of modern elementary science

educatlon, there as a genuine desire to stimulate the curiosity of all
youngsters so that they can share in the excitement of scientific inquiry and
investigations Activity-oriented science programs allow students to

conduct laboratory experiments that aid in the deNelopn)cnt' of effeLtke
reasoning These experiences also make .dung students familiar with the
en. methods and concepts used by real scientists in their daily \Nod,

The Modern Rationales. The rationale of more Lon t e'mporarN
science educators4s that science is more than simple facts Students must be

given experiences that make them scientifically literate i c , make them

aware of how a scientist works and of how the know ledge of suctiLe is

generated

A most important concern of the contemporary science movement
that students hae direct experience with natural phenomena, that they be
allowed to conduct scientifically related investigations The use of auk ities
means that the conceptual structure of elementary science is LILNelopLd with

appropriate teacher-pros ided guidance and experiences points 1 NA ill

return to many times
Finally, students learn that science and all the findinAs of sLienLc are

to he construed a)s being divergent and not absolute All sLientifiL findings
are quite tentative, and all facts subject to re-interpretation New

experiments and new findings continually change the meanings of prLiousl
known facts or concepts The latter may be the most difficult concept for
teachers and students at all levels to comprehend

A

Scientific Processes

How does a student begin to comprehend tht tentatheness. of
science?. This comprehension comes from being immersed in fiL arious
proasses usually. associated with science The Commission on Science
Education of the American Association for the Advancement of SLicnLe has

Identified at least 13 processes that are critical to the learning of scientific
reasoning These processts are, predicated on she assumption that scientists

use a distinct set of intellectual processes
Scientific literacy is developed by devising experiences that

reinforce these processes Through funding by the National Science

Foundation, these processes were, in fact, implemented in a curriculum
entitled. -Science A Process. Approach (SAPA) SARA is unique in
many ways It Is, the first total curriculum ever to be constructed by using

4 the processes of_the scientific community The processes are the content to
be learned, while the scientific concepts and educational experiences are

7



simpls the sl,:hie ICS through ss hie h the processes are applied I he -ss liters

and des elopers of, SAP:\ [defied-led generie scicntifie processes that are km.

to all empirical endeas ors' I hese processes are closets into-related in tit.
SAPA eari'leuluin materials to shins the relationshe and the sequcneing of
the processes Arranged sonless bat.in ascending order of eurnisle \it, the
processes of APA follow

I (.)k re irk, Beginnine., ith ident if s mg objce es #nel object prop

ernes this sequence proceeds, to the identrfs mg of changes in
sarious phs sital s stems, ITIC making of controlled obsersat'ions

and the ordering of a series of obsersamms
Oa \ \11,,ing [Ye\ elopnient begin, w eh simple kiwi !eat ions 4)f

carious physical and biological ss stems, and progresses threAigh

5
multi-spge classifications, including their ccx.iing and, tahulat lon.i

1 Inkrring. Initially, thlidea is des eloped that inferences differ
from obsersations As development. procjeds, inferences arc

constructed. for obsers a t runs of physical and biological
phenomena, and situations are constructed to test noferenees
drawn from hypotheses

4% EEuni numbers g his sequence begins w ith identifs'ing sets and

their ineml)ers, and .piogresse through ordering, countil4'
adding,' multiplying, crisiding, finding ase.rages, using decimals,
and ss.orking with powers of tsk f-Aercises in number using.-are

introduced to support exercises in the other processes
5 \liastovne Beginning vv# the, identifs ing and ordering of

lengths, the development of thlis proi- ess proceeds s ith the
demonstration of rules for measurement of length, area, solianc,
weight, temperature, frce, speed, and a [winker of. del-Red
measure~ applicable to specific phssleal and hiologieal ssStC111S

6 spa, tirei: relationship !his s.elinenc'e begins ss ith, the

identifying of shapes, movement , and direction It contuuics ,

with the learning of rules applicable 40 straight and curscd
paths, direction,: at i an angle, chartgel'in position, and -.

determinations of heir, and angulai speeds
Cornalion,ating Dgs elopinent of this process begins ss ith bar
graph descriptions of simple ph:7'11011ml). and proeeeds through

descriptions of a variety of physical objects and ss stems, and
changes in them, to construction of graphs and diagrams for
results obsersed in experiments,

8 Pmitaing 1 o teach the process of prediction, the deselopmental

sequence progresses from interpolation and extrapvlation in

8
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graphiLills preserved ,d,ita to the formulation of methods for
testing predictions A

9,1), fining orerationalls Beginning with the distuknon between
definitions. that are operational and those that are .not, this

deselopniental sequence proceeds to the point where students
construc.1 operational definitions tO prubhins that arc nes% to

them

10 Formulating Iisrothots At the start of this sequeiRe, the student
distinguishes hs potheses Iron inferance, obserwitions, -and

predictions Des elopment is continued to die stage of (Am-.
structing lIspotheses anil demonstrating tests of hypotheses

I I Interrraing Ina I his process is introduced with descriptions of
graphic data and inferences based upon them I.he student then

progresses sequential l% through the following activities con-

structing -equations tin represent data: relating data to state
of hypotheses, and making generalizations supported h.v

experimental findings
) Controlling variables I he developmental sealuence for this process

begins w -ith the 14ntifiLation iii manipulated and responding
sanables nidependent and dependent sanalles respectively ) in

a description or demonstration of an experiment: Deselopment
t proceeds to the le%;e1 at which the student, being gi en a

prAlem, inference, or hspothesi/, actually conducts an experi-
ment, identifies rhe %ankles, and %lest:1;41)es hosf the ,,iriables

\are controlled
3 Etperanoning f is is the capstone of the integrated processes It

is developed di" ...iugh a continuation of the sequence of processes

needed to control variables Ibis process includes interpreting
accounts of scientific experiments, as well as stating problems,

,

constructing hypotheses, and conducting experimental: proce-
dures

4 Va

It is assumed that there us progressive intellectual deselopment
ithin each process Lategot, As' this development proLeLds, it becomes

inLreasingb, interrelated to the corresponding development of other
processes Inferring, for example, requires 'Prior development of ohm% mg_
classifying, and measuring skills ,The Interrelated nature of the development
is explicitly recognized in,* kinds of ,actis [tip undertaken in grades 4
through. 6, wmetirnes referred to as Iniegratel ro,..e.sso, these India& Lon

variables, Ofining.operationally,, formulating hypotheses, intcrprcte

ing data, and, as an ultimate form of.such integration, expermynting
.
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S6 much for the real-life science illustration I et us now eviminc
how. these processes and other elements form the inyuirk attributes of
science

The Characteristics of Inquiry'

Science teaching aper iriquir tend to he sYnonYvious 1-)Lhak 'Ors I kf-

foster the art of inginrY , teachers of science tend topekaAidc ken little actual

iformation, but father, the become the Liskers of Huestions

Guided Inquiry. 1 he easiest Lc ay to introduce aiv elements of
"guided inquirk is through the use of actual c\pericpccs Mon_ bcgmping the
lesson, arrange all of the necessark materials so }hat students an all gik en
materials Ls ith Ls hick to hake' similar experiences When using guided
induLtlyc inquiry, do not expect the students to arrikc at meaningful -1'

-gene i'alizat yns unless the learning ac,t IL ities, classroom recitations or,
discussions, materials, arx.1-Yisual aids arc all .fak eulablc tto tfiL !Lanier:
Perhaps these initial experienLe sLould he carried tut t aimh sonic small

groups, such s task groups

In conducting a lesson, male extensoc use of question Aing skills

. , Ask the.studeats ft) comment bout, what, the% actu,ilk obscrYL As )IILY

pirok 4.1e responses, he certain to distinguish carefully -km Lui statements
11)a..sed on clbsefY,ttions and those based on inferences, yy hen An alien:tick. ih

. stated, simply ask "'Is that-an inference or an obscnotioni' I u get students
f in the habit of.being, stematic, and this applies to all grade lock, ask 'ail)

one to write the obsery anon and beside it the infeikLs I his actliOd also
i

aids you' iii checking the obserYations.that 'arc the IZ?es for an% averenco 9.-
, e

Of course, the latter technkque cannot he used in kindergarten, grade I , Or

es en, grade 2 In those case* You can do die vy rit4 --tor create a pictorial
1

display of student observations a' od inferences Of course, prior losons ysith
appropriate .activ ales would hale eseablishLd the proLLscs of obscxY mg `..-

-.)
and inferring '

--=,-,
Note how the 13 procesys pieLlously evimined arkfi.Thtegrat.ccLAs -

class progresses prepare a simple postcr Ur use the chalkboarcku- list L.the

actual ubsratior-jnsand the accOmpa'n`ring.inferenco Each process ik slow, k

and carefully built with mangy examples i.lra'Y-% n from actual expo-I-Likes

Patterns that the students'- oi-)servc, ,tre stated hY'them as

generalizations that apply w bent:Yu the pattern Ls &pLatcd I huf, die
process of induLtike reasoning is 'gradually doeloped I rY to condbet

guided inductile inquiry exercises whenecr any OLLasior; ariso simple

experiences -What could cause -this type of track in tlic-sno-W and

-Where hake ke.seen this beforeli and 'If we had to gLnLraitzL. about th'e

IOi ,
1

4



'sizes of these leas g: what one sentence could owe maker arethe kinds of
questions that require the learner to do the generalizing In this manner sou
will seldom state the orignial generalization You will, of course, be the one
who plans for them

Inferences. An -inference is an interpretation or es aluation that
results from making observations of objeets,or es cnts NA'hen sou assemble a

series of objects and ask the students to malCe generalizations about them,

they will probably proside inferences Howeser, an mien:nee 1,s different
from a generalization in that n generalization explains or summarizes some

ierifialale element,

For example, if you gise students a big box of buttons and ask them
to arrange the buttons according to some classification scheme, then w ill

arrise at scseral different classes of buttons THes w ill also- obserse some
trait that is general to, all buttons in the group three holes, shanks,

shankless, round, square If you ask for possible uses of the different buttons,

you then approach the inference-building stage 1 he students begin to
speculate ahoy uses But you ask other questions, such as "How weld C

find out?" or -Is that button big enough for an osereoat?" Bs asking sour
students to prov.de esidence or examples of how to test their ideas, you
will help them reach the inferencebuilding stage

The Time involved. When you initially utilize any type of inqyry
actin Its in your clak,es, you must plan to spend at least ts, o or three trtiws
the amount of time on each lesson as sou might normally expect to ,fns
inquiry actisity takes rrgia,tune to plan, initiate, and complete I his time is

spent on in-depth anal s8 of the content and on completion of dais itR s bs
the students Further, -he use of inquiry methods requires greater interaction
between the lea'rner and the m4terials, there is greater interaction between
you and the students also Then, too, there is a ha of risk ins olsed for the
students. This is one of thcfse,tames,-when the textbook does not list all the

ideas and then prepare a "handyw-dandy" summary statement You will find
that most childreii and adults approach inquiry actin ities w 'di a bit of
caution ifnot apprehension Btii as the inductise inquiry actin 'ties
become a part of the ongoing procedures of the class, learner apprehension

diminishes
Another caveat is required When sou use any' inquiry method, you

will not "cosec" the same amount Of material that you do in expository
teaching Why? Well, you are using more time to deselop thinking prix_esses

and are reducing the time spent on memorization of fact or content Now
this is your decision to make You can't simultaneously maximise thinking
skilk and content coverage If you desire to build the so called light' ()a r



di-en sou must reduLL sunk Of the ,..911,ni and substitutu prikoe

fur it Rea IR, though, sou are not sacrifiLing in thing 1 oil are pros ding
important instruLtion and e\perienLes that arL a part of du., funLtion of

understanding the struLture 1 epistemologs ) of sLienLL lou set that priorl

Incorporating Inquiry. In are earls grades ur ssIll.11 LonduLting

initial e\perienLes, the final generalizations lilt [mob L an oral summars

or a roles% about the onLepts, a listing of the IL ifas being presentee', and

finallk the learners' assn ideas as to %%bat Lonstituks a inLaningfol

gen-eralization Ns the, learners proside sut_11 input %on %. out(' us( the
questiontng techniques of roles% mg and promoting

't our class members Lan teSt generalizations apply mg cad'

statement to diffLrent times, places, or situation. or to otlii_r ohieLts ur
es jnts major limitation on tgis testing %sill h. thL baLkgrounds and
txperrenLes of the learners

Another technique that alas he used %sal' guiLILLI Indus t is L inqw rs

isto reLord a series of es ents on Lards ur some othLr manipulati\L medium

I he latter Lotild he a partially completed series or a LonstruLted sa of
apparatus I hen ask 'the learners to place the es ems" in thL proper'

*sequenLe ss about an referenLe to being right or ss rung I lus aLtis its

Lould lead to a reading assignment \A:hen the LquenLL Ls Lilts is

Lompieted, ask the students to obsere the pattern of es ems and to stati.

pattern in just one, sentLnLe f he latter %%mild he the gullralication Other

students Lould he asked to test the generalization 1)4A..ainining it for

e\ceptions
I he chose are tested techniques that help StIlLilfltS to think

induL tis els ,
to infer general'ratiunti As Lou use a sariLts ui L pLrieilL Ls sou

ss ill soon ohserse that the foLal point ,i)f th. inquirs sLssion IN_LimilLs

Lomrnon experienie for the entire .lass I hcs,. modi IS ar. aLlaptal)IL to all

les e k of instruLtion I he students' effiLieno %Sill improsL ss ith praLtio.

and so will the teacher's
Guided inquirs has at least the folios% mg LharaLferistiLs

I' I he learners progress from spccih. oksLrs Alum to inferLno_s ur

generalizatu

I he °hp_ e is to learn reinforio proLesses or to )4. \amine

esents or ohjeLts, and then arm e at appropriate nis

3 As teaLher, sou Lontrol the elements est:LIN, data, matLnals

or ohleLts and, as such, act as the clans leader

4 I he students isteraLt with the stuff of the IL.sson Ls( nt's data

materials, or (thjeLts and attempt to struLt6rL a meaningful
pattern Wastid on the ohsersations made hs cad' indis 'dual

12



5 The classroom is, in a greater sense, to be considLred a Laming

laboratory . fr

6 ,here is usually a fixed number of generalizations that will be
elicited from the learners

'7 You encourage each student to Lommunicate generalizations to
the class so that others ma benefit from unklue, perLeptions

8, Spontaneous responses that border on the Lreatie or novel vy ill
.usually he suggested h tho stthlents In such Lases soil should

encourage even further ,nmel responses

I he eighth Lharacteristd needs some,elaboration I tif though utu
might desire to provide expefielkes that hale a fix,ed number of possible
responses,, there is always room for the open c:nded tnyutn aLti% it%

FeaLhers have long used the technique of asking students to -1 ist as man%

ideas as You can for When ho' th you and the class read, this point,
vou'll he sharing in the real stuff of science discoer%

1)isLo% erY behaviors may take at least three forms In elenktitar.
school 'L lass room ( I ) the student has for the very first t nu dLterminLLI

something that is unique. to her or him, (2) the student has a &LI something

to a disLussion about a problem that you had not previously knuvy n, i 3 the

student has snthestzed some information in s4uLh a mann,. r as to pray 'Lk

others with a unique i c , demonstrated LrLatt
Studenuctscoenes make,bsc hopl'a fun place in which to work

Questioning and Inquiry

Because que,,tioning, as the most critical aspeLt of the Loikept of
inquire, stresses the ,ear. h the invotigation, to aLLomplish thLsLLonLepts, you

beLome a .iitotion aNker, not a fitotion ansuo-o- I eaLhers wilt) are masters of

guided inductee inquiry NA. ill tell ou that they spend thLir unid intLraLting
with the students, but provide yery few answers

What Kinds of Questions Should a Teacher Use? I hrough

extensie experience, several -stems- or lead in ,questions hae been
Lategorized For those of you NA. ho want to ,,ring about a ifloiL.
oriented Blass ern, ironment Of course, w hat inaks thud sterns so interesting

is that while they are spetlall% design&I for use in sLienLe, they are

applicable to social studies, language arts, or mathematiLs LlassL, to am

class in which vou want to stress the:pfocess of inquiry
When you are conducting an experiment, collecting data, examining

Lause-and effect relationships, or analyzing events, the follow ing set of
question stems is the most appropriate by whiLh to challenge the student to

think

13
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What is happening?
What has happened('
What do You think will happen now?
How did this happen?
Why did this happen'?
WEI-al:caused this to happen?

f. What took place before this happened)
Where have you seen something like this happen%
How could we make this happen?
How does this compare to what we saw ( or did ) %

How can we c do this more easily?

How Lan you do. this more quickly?

Note that the aboe example's,are oriented to dyitarni, situations I hese

stems are probably best.,classified as prompting ques"-tions

When You are examining rather state king or nonking objects,
then the stems below would he most useful

What kind of object is it?
What is it called?
Where is it found?

_What does it look like?
Have you ever seen anything like It? *Where? \kben?

How is it like other things?
How, can You recognize or identify it?
How did it pt its name%
What can you do with it?
What is it made of?'
Flow was it made?
What is its purpose?
How does it work or operate?.
What other names does it have?
How is it different from Zither things.%

These prompts.' help the students to understand better all kinds of

interrelationships one of the desired goals in inquiry teailiing per se

_It is essential to keep reinforcing inquir processes A henom
possible, 1-m, simply asking, ''What do we observe here?- or by stating,
-Jell me about it''' It can he that easy In fact, the two sets of stem
questions gis,en chose might even he typeckon a small card and used as a

-prompter (In Chapter 3, the skills of questioning will he dc\LlopLd in
greater detail).
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Guided inquiry is an essential step toward developing more
independent leathing The technique is dependent on effeltiv teacher

questioning Trocedores the main point is that sou constantly remind

yourself I ask file question,- the pupilsdo the thinking and responding

Using Small Groups

Small'group learning units are most appropriate for elementary
school science to increase teacher student and staledstrident verbal
interactions in the classroom Further, by using small -groups, You add
fThexibility to your instruction I eaehers svho use small groups report that

this technique helps.students reflect a more responsible and independent

mode of learning lt.is important to note, however, that Ybu must identify
and sequence a systematic and planned set of procedures, eve ricnees, and

`objectives During the actual lesson, students become partieipants in

th'e class activities, but in groups of two, four, or six
Floss do, ou start' lo initiate small groups or discussion groups

requires that You simply restructure the manner.by vs hid) inch\ idualized
v>.orls takes place &caw most modern elementary school soukc programs
has e .an actisitY orientation, You can begin by selecting an actin Its and then

organizing a division of efforts among theralass members Hell group
member then has some specific task to accomplish c g , pick up and return

the science materials, make a table to, record data, set up the apparatus,
conduct one aspect of the.activity

When., learning activ ities result in more divergent twes of
experiences, it is more appropriate to have groups of four accomplish some-

assigiA science objective Collecting data of prLparing histogram 'or tahleN,
can he difficult tasks for some students BY using a small group approach you'

can help selected students become more competent in cognitive, Ake t c, or

psychomotor skills
leachers have collectively identified at le ast I ) goals or purposes

for using small group or discussion techniques in teadag elementary school

science

1 [Merest can be aroused at the beginning of a new slat:nee topic or

the closing of one
Z Small groups Can identify problems or other issues to be studied,

or they can suggest alternatives for pursuing a topic under

consideration
A small group can explore new ideas or ways to solve problems,
covering either the entire problem-solving cycle or just one
phase
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4 Discussions pros 'dc an opportunity to es aluate data, inferences,

sources of information, and methods bswhIch the data are
generated

5 Small groups allow students to demonstrate Ind is 'dual strengths

6 Students often learn faster and better from each other
Students are pros ided an opportunity to the the \ oLabuldn of
science in an appropriate context

' 8 0)operatise work skills can be descloped through practice in
small-group discussions

9 Skills in leadership, organization, 'interaction,/ research and

initiative can he learned and impros ed through discussion
techniques ,

10 Ideas become more meaningful and personal if a student

experiences them Too, flexibilits in understanding other
siewpoints may be improved

1 1 Discussion call pros ide the students ( and sou ) \\. ith oppor-
tunities for learning to accept and value other ethnic and or
cultural backgrounds

12 In a small group or discussion situation es cry one can participate

and feel good about thkt contribution

After reflecting on these 12i.possible outcomes from the use of small
groups or discussions, ask sourself this question "How tnans topics in in
current science program lend themselves to a discussion, based on thosL 12

potentials?' If sou are uncertain, examine sour.science progtam ur tLxtbook

Undoubtedly sou w identifs several topics that can be easily intorporatcd
into a series of small-group discussions Remember' A discussion's used to
accomplish an objective either process or content

Now ask sourself ''What kinds of sharing exptrienLcs do I want fur
my students ?' You probably responded to this question by focusing on
sharing different Lultural experiences You may lust: thought about the need
fur students to'display and share their unique talents Nu doubt you thud bt
of the disadsantaged and handicapped students, and of their need to be in a
supportive and sharing environment

Me two preceding questions are Important because sou may he,
teach-mg in mainstreamed classes Aldo you may teach gifted anu taicnted
groups And, of course, you will be faced with' the challenge of pros Kling a
nonsemst, multiculturalls oriented education for all sour students ft, using

small-group discussions sou w ill help your students to meet the challLngc of

grow ing up in v:hat rflay he culturally, physicalls, and emu
tionally different environs the public school
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C IAPTER 2

MANAGING MrERIALS AND
ORGANIZING FOR INQUIRY

It has been my personal experience in working yy It 11 rtual
hundreds of elementary school tea:hers and administrators that their greatest
problem is the preparing, _organizing, distributing, and 'collecting of
materials needed for am activity oriented science program 1-%cn if the

program that you use has a "kit,- man% tasks,must be accomplished before It

can he used 1)% the students Here are a fess tested -tips of thy. profession"
from teachers who have eliminated this anxiety

, Using the Class Members as Helpers

I he critical element in materials management is to imolse one
studeht or a small group of students' in every management acts it% In one

sense, this means making eser\ science period similar to a birthda% parts,

including the packages The only difference between a party .uid science is
that in sour classroom, the packages will he those essential componoits from

the science kit or, if you do not have an organized kit, thLmatcrials from the.
,Cence center (If you have no center, we will cocr that problem, too cI

Recall from the previous chapter how you can easily establish small
groups.. Well, sou accomplish that exact task as an initial Lx-Pi_rienL.e w hen

beginnmg to teach science Identify seseral groups of four Allow each group
to select a group name Seahawks, Gophers, Stars and then

place each team name on a small wheel Along the outside of a largo- wheel
w rite a series of activities that must he accomplished I hen each time you

teach science, move the wheel one "notch- so that all students parriopatc in
the materials-management aspects of the science, program figure I illus
crates such a device

.
But, hack to the first science lesson, assuming that a kit is in use

Assign some seat work to the class and then gather your first group together
to tipen the boxes in which the science materials arc packed I have NN, atdied

Students from 5 to 14 years of age become very emotion'ally`insulsed in this

activity as even( package is a mystery
You give some general directions, such as ''Joan and Su;ic, tke the

big box down to the custodian for storage In this manner, the packing
crate or box is disposed of in a proper manner Then give the remainder of
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The inner wheel is
held by a folding
"fastener" so it car! rotate

Figure I Science Classroom Task Organizer

The tasks are listed
on the outer stationary
wheel

the students specific instructions on how to imentory the items You will

find that each kit comes with some type of incentor checklist B. checking

what is available immediately upon unpacking; sou will know what'
materials need to be requisitioned from the office or dellclred from the

school district's central storage facility
Make yourself familiar with the'Organization of the kit It a "map''

of the kit is neither included in the kit nor available through our central

offi.ce curriculum staff or science consultant, ha.e our students di:rw one for

your.use The map should identify the trays, and drawers, as w..01 as the

contents of each
If your science program does not have a kit, then you and your

students must become "explorers'' in order to assemble the necessary

18
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equipment and supplies Ihe easiest was to handle the problem is to refer to

the teacher's or student's, guide Make. a list of the needed materials or
equipment, locate tbem, gist: the list to a small group of students and send
ththn off to the storeroom or toss hereser such materials are kept

One was that You can collect materials be:ond what must he
pros loco bs the school district to implement the selenee program is to send,
home a "scavenger hunt- announcement 1 ist all the inexpensis L.: items of

equipment or supplies that people tend to hale around their house or
apartment Again the class sill be-the key to the success of the seasenger
hunt- Sehixils that sponsor seas enger hunts often reeeivk more materials than

they can possibls use and can then shffe their good fortune with schools
needing sunilar items

When the materials hale been gathered for the lesson sou must then

deselop a ss stem that the students can use to organize the materials l se
shoe boxes, or ans similar!y sized boxes, for storage Label eaeli_bo<*as to its

contents and, most unportantls, concept it 1\ being used to teach \ Is°

identify the text or program used, the related page numbers, or the actin its

for future reference In your teacher's edition of the science progr,un ss rite

down what materials you have, ss here the are stored, the quantifies sou

hale of each item, and the success sou had with the aetis its I he ratter

inf4rmation ...ill prose helpful the'next sear that sou teach the ,ietis its

Of course, the students compile the ins entories for the boxes I his

little task teaches responsibility, a mast important facet of _life It is

important to identify ans materials that base been expended and need to 114
reordered What are some easy Wass of doing th,q;) A simple was of-
maintaining a continuous insentors is to fuse the students identify all the
()arts of each kit on library cards Color one side of each Lard red (due a
ItYirars card pocket on the kit Vvhen'ansone has used the kit, the red side of

the card is placed outward in the poeket to alert th.e next person that the.leit

ihas been used Of course, this eit'ies-,44ot help to keep the kit Yeplenished, but

this ss tom does alert the next student to check the kit before ming if
Ihe abase idea can be extended bs placing two differently colored

Lards in two card pockaspn the kit In one poeket pLiee an insentory list,

the date when it Was last checked, and the name of the person ss hoeht4.ked

a [his list would include all permanent items e g , thertnomt.?1t7rs,,

containers, and balances On the second catel placed in a separate pocket Iisi

the expendable items- e g , sptrI2 mastt5rs, handouts, charts, cotton,

alcohol, and seeds When some item is used, iminediatels order a

replacement, noting on the card when it was ordered 1 rs to keeri, the

science kits restocked at all times It takes set,. little time after an actis its is
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completed .to 'mentors, restock- OP reorder, but%Ativ,lbat S4C11 011

it\1, ( ,

IA. ant to teach science, sou will not he thwaitegtertuseitir4.0,,,
not in place or have not.been replaced,

-There,are probably other methmis that sou
used Frs your colleagues Incorporate tlw.e 'ideas ' 'tali',
management iscstems The anxiety pf pot has mg the mat Tiak.Niten
want them can he toialls eliminated if there is toordinatiorngthq*

;/
members of a sehool and,,if the students are pc en responsibllffs

tasks ,
Preparing for a Science Lesson mtnfad'

'Another major cause of teacher distills is the extra prertrAgvn; tor-,
science classes Actually, preparing to teach a lesson is simple tlit.7101 the
-occupational hazards" of the profession Els ery Ljflatu,sreaeler iiep;LANor..

-each lesson in eery subject or discipline For the elementalc sehoolteaeher,.
this ma% inetin from 10 to 12 different preparations each Jac I htir.uifiber

mac cab among indi% iduals, but the magnitude is there, each planning and
preparing step must he earefulls aeLomplished so that our tune is used most,,efficientic .16

c

410 SI. ko conduct a science lesson You will, of course, ruse to read the
.

teacher's manual arid the student guide to understand the learn,rigoljje es

and the,'actisities to he utilized You do that with mostiii,c our less ii

initially, "So nothing new is added to your cv.orktlac ,,

Now, here is a useful tip' Why don't You and,one or tip, of our

i'eolleagues get together for lunch and chat about the seienee programs \A by

don't sou suggest that they form a "science teaching Limperatice- fur the
Inapt:6e of helping each other with the science lessons', Binh an endeas or
works best where there aye tw l)

.
or inure teachers, assigned

,
to teaeh the same

grade level in the same building If this is not the Lase, then eixirelinateNs ith

* the teacher of the next grade to fOrm a two gradelesel seienee eo tip If
your classrooms have -open space- desigM, this type of LO or s\ dl be Las

to Implement ..---
The basic idea is /o learn and each only half orthe total science

program If your co-op is multigrade level, then sou will [lace t$) learn a
second component You and sour partner(s) will has L. to make the decision

If sou make e,desion to team, then each of sou takes responsibility to/II ci

instruct al ernating science -lessons With one person acting as the

"teacher," wIle the other acts as the "assistant," sou double,the asailahle"
adult help '

- Whether sou teach science alotfe or as part of a team, the following,
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suggestions apply Since most science programs pros ide a teacher's guide,
seed ad-it as the first step inlhe °serail process of lesslin preparation
And b -ause most of you use planboos of some type, ms suggestion is, td

.
coordinate the planhook, teacher's guide, student, activities, lesson

Objectise,,iltni es aluation procedures into one total instructional plan \lake
notes in the margins of these Yarious items, Keep notes on w hat worrs well
and what tends tu fail "Debrief- each lesson with just a sentence or two on
hors you felt the activity went As voirconchIct the sLience_ program, you

skill he creating a well- documented file on how to do it lx.ttrer tlx. ne\t
year Keep all your notes and continue to refer to them in the future

At the *same time-that You clank management arts, course goals, and

specific learning objectiYes, you must also identify the stuLiCnt Lntry ley els
What they /lase already learned, the degree to V1, hick then 11,1%l rLtained this
learning, their mom ations, their apOrent abilities, and the'ir soLial and
cultural backgrounds arisoll important 'data B know ing socral hits of
informakton about sour class, You can jamb, begin to aLLommodatc students

IA ith handicaps or learning difficulties in bur classroom, VY hen You arc

aware of special student needs, you can more effectiYelY adapt the phy siLal

or instructional environment# to parallel unique 4:arner needs
If You are using a sequential science program, then You yy ill base a

general idea of what 'earnings have preceded Your instruLtion and yk hat will
follow Hoyseyer, tt is the students who learn, not the sLope and sequLoLL
charts, so You must seek information about the kinds of kohluns that your
students ight encounter cloth the present science lesson Recall thosi. f3

majyr ientific proc.ghses that were Iscussed in Clialitcr I Many of them

students

are related to learning processes in mathematics, language arts, social
studies, and reading By obserYing your students during thosL Icssons, you
vs ill he able to make some predictions, about the case or difficulty that tack
one might have with the currently assigned science lesson

It is critical that you know the relative reading difkulties of the
science materials and the general level of reading achicyLM'ent of OIL class
members If a small group of *your students is bellow grade- ILk:111
reading, You may have to estklish sonic tutorial grclups AnothLr al tLniatlY e
is to request from the science consultant materials that chest. LluldrLn can
comprehend A third technique is to have ,a good,readcr prepart audio

cassettes so that the poorer readers can listen to and thereby follow the
written assignments

.
I he majority .of actisity-oriented -science programs base rather

limited .arnounts of reading matter Such programmend to require each
student to synthesize or apply the carious cognitiye skills that are constantly
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being built or reinforced in the tai school progam It is doubtfulihat they

° .. ill have severe reading prohlemsWtth act'. it oriented science prygrams

Howe.er,..ou .N. ill' eneounte,=. the problem of "stitetents who have

difficult. c.pressing their obser. gums, computing their f ineling4aLL uratel%",

or preparin}), tables or figures that dispIa their findin'gs bun a seletted

alts. it\ Again, here h an opportunit. to reinforce othervskilkk using the
concrete aspects of the activity oriented sLienet program I- stablish small

groups, so that iach grotip must report its general findings to the class but.

onl,y after each group member has had the opportunit to presem his or her
findings to the small group, 1 hink of all the practice in self e\pression that

the students get in this mariner Rather than the usual question and

recitation 'period, the science period becomes' one of high personal.

involvement with a great deal of interaction
.

Some of the above rips might not he mall. classified a; -pure
planning \ Lt, it is k planning and making contingenev.pins that the heft
eachers Lauy to fruition their instructional goals and olw.ti.L,

4

N

Other Coping Skills

°nee the general plans have been prepared, .ou learn to cope with

the realit that %La( trul% du not know all the posstble responses to all the

Lions
that w ill he asked 'Again, recall 411 the first chapter

of the -giveiri- of an acti.-it. orickted science program
i pen in science per se I recentl. had the fortunate

k N ith a group of elemental-y sehooLteaelters through an

eh, among other a,eti.ities, included presentations b.
lessors Each professor gave a general presentation

aLtRities in which she or he was engaged In 10

mental-% school teachers asked these highly

ses, -world-class- researchers questions to
ely responded, "l don't know,'' or, I hat

lem,- or, -I'd noel- thought about that
se to our students aught to be, flow

en ),ourself .% ith the recpunsibilit to
t science Shift some of that burden

has the interest oil can bet that

\o the class that addresses the

possible qu
that this is

Actually , it is

opportunity to NA,

In ser. lee project .%

university research pr
about the kinds of resear

separate instances, the e

published and, in several e
which each and every one po
would make a great research pro

Of course, the classic resp(

Liin we find uuti' You need not bur
know ey cr. thing there is to know abo

to the class members- If in one of them

there NA, I be an oral or 1, ri t ten reporti

problem If nu one follows up on the problernr the question, then ou need
not worry either, for that.is just what happe \gym the real,.. oriel of seienee

I here are questions that go unanswered because'thev are be\ (met our eurrent

know ledge base or the. are too tnn ial on IA hiLlt to (Arend ones energ%

e, .22
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One activity that you might consider establishing is a list of..
'Unanswered Questions on thAulletin board Every time,someone asks a

question that is "unanswered,- it is placed on the 4,1,,st by the asker In this
fashion nobody loses face, everyone is a winner A) time wears on, however,
there will be students who will nisaner a possible response. to some of
these questions

Another coping skill is to establish a file of recurring problems or
questions that tend to,he raised each v ear Begin that file in your lesson
4planbook, and add to it after each science lessoli, if necessary, At the end of
the year or semester, prepare a short recapitulation of the specif ic problems
Then you can seek the responses from the district's science consultant if

you have one or from other professionals'
One major coping skill that needs to be sharpened when teachin

activity oriented science is the ability to accept div ergent student responses
to either question'g or interpretations of da'ta You must expec.t:thas in mans
science lejtons, there will be a multiplicity of responses and even sow
creative ones One goal of real science as to allow and encdurage novel
solutions and creative responses

You must also remember your professional obligation to accept no\ el

student responses You arc not placing any value on the question or the
response You are simply accepting the prerogative of the student to he no\ el

or creative You may not use subtle "put-down tactics, regardless of Ow
seemingly outlandish a student's point of viCV1, may be or how opposite h is

from your expectations By allowing, nay encouraging, diverse responses,
every member of your class can become a star for a moment I hat tiny

accomplishment is a significant event in the school life.of every studebt
Several of the above topics may not seem directly related. to .

Keparing for science teaching Yet, keep in mind that you must now he

sharpening some special skills that are empliasizA when teaching science
because science is the essence of inquiry The above ideas follow a logical
extension of that essence In science, one prepares to he just a hit inure
novel Or, maybe, it is Limply that you will he using many of the skills and
techniques that were taught in science courses, but that went without
notice Too, the above methods were probably discussed in teacher

preparation classes, but at the time, they may not have seemed relevant to
the real world Whatever the case, teaching science is just that teaching

Understanding More About Inquiry

The concept of inquiry is rather difficult to define in nonoperational
terms e , without giving precise examples of teacher liehav tors and the
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coneolnitant student behas 'ors As sou des elop a speetrum of inquiry'
teaching options, sou ss ill better understand the operational meaning by

example Inquiry processes are those that require a high degree of interaLtion

among the learner, teacher, materials, content, and or ens ironment Pe rhaps

the most critical aspect of inefuirs n that, as it is defined in the dictionars ,

the student and teacher become consistent askers, seekers, interrogators,
questioner ponderers ultunately leading to that qucCtion that es en
Nobel PriN innerasks -I wonder what would happen if

. Of course, I don't expect vou to win Nobel Prizes, altho*h it
ould he delightful to see a foss of sours`tudents do so_ \,N, het is important

iv that you as the classroom teacher set the stage fur the process of inquirs to
take place You decide how much titnevw ill he sperit deyeloping the mans
procefses associated with inquiry, haviors lou decide to trs another ss
to teach selected or appropria nits of instruction that Iy themsels es to

inquiry processes You are the one who will ss sterna a Is telieh sour
students how to ask questiong In short, voitlake the differpie

As I mentioned previously and will amplik in 'Chapter 3,

questioning plans a.criticalrole in both the teaching and iht learning acts
associated with the inquiry -mode' of 'learning' Questions lead to

ins estigations that attempt to solse pell defined aspect of the problem
uch investigations are common 'to all areas of human en astir I he

ins estigatise'processes of inqpiry insoke .thestudent not lml in

questioning, but also to forintilating.the que.,zn, limiting it, deeiding oil
the best methods by which to prOcctid , and then conducting the study

Lest you be a bit dubious. abOui-ij.n. technique, let me assure sou
that inquirs techniques pus ide y-dU iii additiona.1 uptio'ns that e'an expatd
sour own teaching styles .tuitil my use of the:plur'al,-stvles'

Inquiry rally t.svpvold tec'hmque'of..te4hitrs .SocratesAris le,

and Plato were all niasle_ts of the insesti i. c processes "One Cou argue

that the processes that they used has e since affeettitl/the was most humans in

Western civilization think That heritage has gis en us a mode of teaching in

which students are %Rally insolsed in the learning and creating processes. It
is through inquiry that new knowledge is discosered is by aetu'alls.
becoming invoked in these processes that students become historians,
scientists, researchers, etc even if for only an hour or two in your class

Using-Unguided Inquiry

In the previous chapter, about guided inquiry, you notod that the
teacher plays the key role in asking the questions, prompting till. responses,

r, , 24
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structuring the materials and sM'Rerentib,,m d, in general, being the inaja
leader of the learning., Guided inquiry is an excellent method by which to
begin the graduaLshft from expository or deductive teaching toward
teaching that is less structured and more opeii to alternato, e solutions When
you sense that the class has mastered the techniques of guided inquiry , then

you ought to introduce situations that are still'prechcated on inductiy e logo.

but are more open-ended. In these situations the 'students take wore
responsibility for examining the data, objects, or events

The basic processes of observation, inference, classification,

communication, prediction, interpretation, formulation of by potheses, and

experimentation are all a part of unguided inquiry Your role is minimized,
which causes a concomitant Increase in the students"actlYity Let.us briefly

summarize the major elements of unguided inductive inquiry

The, thou ht processes assurpe that the learners will progress
from spa' is observations to. inferences or generalizations

2 The objective is to learn (reinforce) processes of examining
events, objects, or data, and then arrive at appropriate sets of
generalizations

3 You' control only the materials and simply pos'e question
"What can you generalize from or, -Tell me everything
that you can about X after examining these

4 The',students interact with the stuff of lesson and ask all of

the questions that come to mind without further teacher
guidance. Meaningful patterns are generated by the students
through inclivridual observations and inferences generated by all

-members of the class
5 Materiafsore essential to making the classroom a laboratory
6 There is tesually an unlimited number of generaliza. tions that the

learners will generate.
7. You encourage 2 sharing of the inferences so that% all students

communicate their generalizations with the, class "I hus, others

may benefit from unique percept' 5

Unguided inquiry provides a met ansm for greater learner

creativity Further, the learners begin to ap oath' a genuinely authentic

:'discovery" episode i.e., the learner finds out something by himself or
herself and comes to know that facet.

' When you utilize unguided inquiry episodes, a new set of teacher
behaviors must apii'ear You must now begin to act as the classroom clarifier

As students begin to make their generalizations, they will predictably make
gross errors in logic,. state their generalizations too broadly, infer too.

A
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much from the data, assign single vusc and effect relatAnships where there
are, multiple relationships, and assign cause and effect relationships' w here
none exists

Thus. you must patiently examine the learner in a iloinlmatetinig
,manner to verify the conclusion or generalization If errors exist in the
Student's logic or inferences, point these out But sou should not tell the
student what the correct inference is, for this would defeat the purpose of
any inquiry episode Your job then is to ask' prompting and probing
questions 3

suggeS't that during initial unguided experiences the students %NA--

alone When students work alone, they tend to do mos4 of the NNork
themselves When they work in pairs or triads, one of the group usually
takes the leadership role and dominates the thinking of the group, so that
there may be one participant and one or two observers When students--5-
demonstrate the aptitude to use the method successfully in an unguided
fashion, then small groups can be assigned to work together

Some Unguided Inquiry Suggestions. What are some tested ideas

that can be used as prototypes as you seek appropriate learning experiences

to Incorporate into an ongoing lesson> Below are but a few activities

Collect several dandelion flowering heads Count the number of
parachute seeds on each Make a graph of-t+k-dresults for each
flower

2 Measure the height of some local weed as it grows in the shade
and as It grows in the sunlight, and compare those findings

3 Count the number of leaves on the limb of a small tree
4 Count the number of vehicles that pass a specific point during a

given hour Then recount the number of vehicles that have only
one person the driver Then count the number of vehicles by
types large cars,-small cars, trucks

5 'Tabulate the highest and lowest temperature readings for several

cities for a month or even a year
06 Count the number of persons who pass 'a given point in the

',school lunch line
7 Tabulate th exact number of minutes that commerLials appear

on glen t vision shows

8 Count the number of windows tl-lat can be seen in all the houses
on one block

9 Tabulate the number of clear-sky days your town Kis Share this
in o anon with some school in another city in a different part
of th country
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Quite obviously, there are any number of tasks that your students
will think of when using ynguided inquiry It matters little if.the activities
differ from those listed in the science textbook or program that you are
using. The important aspect is that the students are identifying and
classifying all kinds of objects, facts, and observations We want them to,
practice, practice, and practice,the processes of inquiry in all phases of their

school life The creativity and spontaneity of your students are the only
limiting factors By locating materials from your geographic area, you can
build a file of appropriate objects, events,/ or artifacts that can be used to
supplement the usual classrocim-instrucuog

Again, a word of caution A teacher does not simply jump into
inquiry You plan for experiences that are meaningful and relevant and that
strengthen inquiry skills in general

Ultimately your students will begin to make different generaliza-
tions and conclusions One of the generalizations that w ill quickly emerge as
you use unguided inquiry is that there is no one way to classify or analyze

anything Your students will -arri at usable schemes that you might not
have thought existed

These exercises can lead to some elements of evaluation Evaluation
is conducted via explicitly stated criteria But how c% we classify or
evaluate the criteria? Utility has to be lane condition There areothers, but
allow the students to determine them I

Problem Solving as Inquiry g.

A curricular model that could have had even greater impact on the
schools ,Was advocated by none other than John Dewey Among his major
educational contributions was the advocacy of a curriculum based on problems
He defined a problem as anything that gives rise to doubt and uncertainty
This theory should not be confused with tht so-called "needs" or "Interest"
theories or curriculum. Dewey did actually have a rather careful and definite
Idea of the .types of problems suitable for incIuSion in the curriculum The
problems that Dewey promoted had to meet two rigorous criteria

1. The problems to be studied had to be significant and important-
to the;culture.

2. The problems had to be Important and relevant to the student

It is apparent that recent curriculum projects in science, mathe-

mates, and social studies all tend to be based somewhat on Dewey's
,problem-solying approach. Most modern curriculums and even a large
majority of textbooks suggest problems that must be solved by students
utilizing -the so-called "scientific methods." Most of the curriculums that
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sou may encounter will stress elements of inquiry, discos erY and other
relatiohships from the structure of the respectm disciplines

When using problem solving with learners, you mast consistenils
play the great clarifier- role, always helping the learners to define-
precisely what it is that is being studied or. solsed Problem sok mg

methodologies focus on the students' problems that are being ins estigated in

some systematic manner The students set up tht problem, clank the issues,

propose wads of obtaining the needed information or data to help reconcile
the problem, collect the data, formulate conclusions based on the data, and
then test or es aluate the conclusions In most cases the learners ss ill establish

written hypotheses 'for testing

Another problem-solving approac'h utilizi":s films, or loop films
After the film is siewed, ask the class for suggestions about w hat has
transpired If the class did not perceise any problem, either reshow the film

or ask some probing questions concerning the illustrated esot leachers
who has e used films in this manner has e had almost no problems in getting

the students to respond and prepare their own questions
With any imagination, teachers at any les el can identifs films from

social studies, literature, reading, art, science, oPalmost an course that base
an element of the unknown associated with them and' cons ert that
experience into a -problem-sols mg actisity Once the problem has Seen
established, the students construct reasonable hypotheses that cxplain the
es ent Usually students hypothesize simply by guessing But guessing is nut

enough Once a hypothesis has been presented, it is -the students'

responsibility to gather data to support or refute that by pothLsis just like
real scientists do

The Learning Environment. You wall pros ide qome information to

help the students solse the problems, while imultaneously encouraging

them to seek data without your help. Further, the classroom must contain
the necessary materials by which the learners 'can test all the hypotheses
thr ugh planned experiments Even though there w ill he a "three-ring
circ s" appearance in the classroom, it niust be stated emphatically that the
activit meaningful, relei;alit, and purposeful Self-confidence, initiatise, and

responsibility are fostered in such an environment

Evaluating Student Efforts

, Stimulating students to use inquiry techniqiies will he little or no .

problem The problem that teachers face is hosti to esaluate- the effoits
With the current rage about au.ountability, it would seem that test scores are

the only things that- count anymore Yet the 'really important results of
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schooling are those that take ;ears to learn and measure good attitude;,

citizenship,' ethics, a sense, of moral obligation to humankind, care of
property, recognition of the rights of others to list but a few But such
philosophizing w ill not help you cony ince parents or school trustees that
their children are learning something worthwhile in science I o aid, there

arc a few extensions th,at might he applied to the traditional report Lard 411,

However, in sLienLe the report Lard c. tension would stress the processes,

yy ith just a mere passing oyer of the content
I am very cognizant that man of the criteria that y ill he listed

require a great deal of subjective judgment on the part of the tLaLher But
being subjectiye is not to be confused IA till being arbitrary SubjeLtly ity is

that element of judging that requires a knowledge of the criteria and a
comparison of the individual's performance judged by those criteria I hink

for a moment about the judging of a track meet IA here the criteria arc clearly

defined for the sprints Now compare these criteria to those of gymnastics or

diving In the latter areas the criteria are known, but subjectiYely applied
This analogy applies to the judging of inquiry in the classroom

. Figure 2 presents one of many possible sets of criteria You must

( rthru for ttalt4,2twn In 1.kns,
Ranktng 6 loath*

(X \et Jan hi,

Curiosity awareness of ensironment, questioning attitude

Ininatise ability to work independently without
direct guidance

Willingness to risk failure to try a nosel idea

Sense of responsibility to the group

Power; of obsenation

Organization and purpose in attacking a pioblem

Careand use of equipmeat

Recordkecping completeness and form

Communication relevancy of Message

Ability to-classify information

Ability to formulate generalizations .

* [he attitudes and behaviors listed are evaluated on a 1-5 scale:with I indkatmg Not
Usually Observed,- and 5-, -Always Observed Criteria that will be Calyated arc those

having special relevance to the current science objectives and ,program

Figure 2 Evaluation of Pupil Progress in Scienfe
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select the criteria that you thin'', areeppropriate to your science classes and
then apply them to each.student Over a period of months, you'll obserke a
definite pattern of science process behavior that indicates the relative
rowth from using inquiry

In Conclusion

,Quite okiousl , there- are mans other ekalmation models that could
be illustrated It is ink intent to show simply that ekaluation of science
prixesses requires measures somewhat diferent froln the traditional
measures of cognitike abilities Teachers do hake anxieties about ek aluating
students in their classes when the musk use -processes he prey sous

discussion might hake gown sou a few pointers from which tb proceed I

Iwould also suggest that you convene an ad hoc committee to studs the
general problem of science ek aluation and that sou and sour colleagues
prepare sets of materials for sour school district that would he apropos to
the science program being used After all, the essence of science is

ink (ilk cment What better kkak to lose, fear of science than by getting
involved in it

CHAPTER 3

USING QUESTIONS
AND `TEACHING SCIENCE

I

The single most common teaching method employed in the schools of
America and, for that matter, the world seems to be that of asking questions It
may have formally started with Socrates, but the practice still remains first

on the list of teaching strategies of all scientists and science teachers.
TherefOre, it is importatit for you to master the logic and application of
questioning as you develop your capacity as a highly competent science __

educator

Formulating Meaningful Questions

If you are to teach logically, then you must be cognitively aware of
the process of framing questions so that student thought proqsses can be
guided in a most skillful and meaningful manner Implied in the abok c is that
you must design questions that help students attain the specific goals (i c ,



performance objectives) of any particular lesson While textbook and
examination, questions contribute, to the learning process, most questions
that occur when teaching science are verbal and teacher formulated

Although questioning is an important instructional strategy, it

appears that teachers may have mistaken the ijuantity of questions for

quality Researchers have found that some teachers ask as many as 150
questions per class hour To accomplish such a feat, most of the questions
would have to be fact oriented (or very low level) While teacher often
stress that thinking is important, their question's do not reflect this
emphasis' .

There are several reasons teachers support the use of so many fact
( low -level ) questions. One rationale proposed by many teachers is that
students need facts for high-order thinking This is a cogent point, but there

are additninal ways to teach facts, such as programmed instruction Teachers
also apparently overuse fact 'questions because they lack systematic training

in the use of questioning strategies Studies conducted by myself and my
colleagues revealed that when teachers are trained in questioning, the
frequency with which higher-level questions are used in the classroom goes

up significantly
Another, reason that teachers have tended 4,ask so many low-level

questions is 'that, until recently, they have lacked an easy-to-use system to
oigatime and classify questions They have also lacked a means of evaluating
the effect that different questioning techniques have on the learning process
This is where Bloom's Taxonomy can be of use A majority of textbook
authors use Bloom's Taxonomy to evalute the potential for critical thinking in
the classroom This question clAssification system is !cased on the type of
apparent cognitive process required to answer the question Benjamin S

Bloom and others' use six cognitive categories to classify questions
knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation
The thinking processes involved in this model progress from the simplest
(knowledge) to the most complex (evaluation).

Each higher cognitive process probably includes all lower cognitive
processes For example, if ,a teacher ask an evaluation question, the student

will normally' use synthesis, analysis, application, comprehensio, and
knowledge to answer the question. Again we caution When building skills
and concepts, you may have to devote large blocks oftime to knowledge or
level-one objectives and questiOns. YEA we urge that you then begin to build
upward. If teachers emphasize low-level questions when it is high-level

questions that stimulate thinkihg and evaluation, then we may have

discovered one of the basic reasons why student's find scleoce boring
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Although the evidence is somewhat inconclusive, there does al-Spear

to be a direct relationship between the level bl questions asked by the
teacher and the level of student responses Further, it appears that if a
teacher decides to raise her or his expectations for the class and .systoitatkally

raises her or his level of questioning, then all students raise the level of their
responses accordingly. Of ,coursc,,...this implies a carefully planhed ques-
tioning sequence that would probably span several weeks of instruction

Tips for the Teither

The implications of the above for teacher decision making are many
First, if you want your students toidevslop higher levels of thinking, to
evaluate information, to'achieve more, and to be more interested,. you must
learn to ask higher-level questions Secpnd, you must encourage your,
students to ask more questions, and more thought-praoking questions, if you

desire greater student involvement in the process of learning
An example .of_one form that you can use to evaluate .questions is

shown in Figure 3 The form as presented is rather detailed, but you can

abbrev la& it so that it fits on a 3" X 5" card The appropriate categories
could be summarized on the card and then tallied as they,,ire generated in
the classroom' Or you could tape-record a class session, and then tabulate
the questions during a free period. After establishing a baseline rate, which
would represent the percentages for the various categories during a specified

science period, you could'then systematically ,devise a change strategy to
improve any specific cognitive-skillquestioning area

Another important implication for those of you who desire to
stimulate critical thinking is that you should be aware of the advantages and

disadvantages of your science textbooks and other printed materials l o

obtain the objective desired, you will usually .have to supplement the
materials provided One trick to use to develop student comprehension is to
ask them to make up two questions abOut some passage in the science text or

about the data that they collected in some related activity
Sumthary. In teaching science you will realize that high-level

'questions demand more science activities In addition, you yv ill find yourself
reducing the number of "right answer" questions, with a concomitant
increase in the number of open response questions And this is just what you

want to do'

Applying Three Strategies

The preceding discussion should have given you a -, better

appreciation of the role that questioning plays in. stimulating student
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achierement sLien, as_well as Attie crucial effect th ,.`our questions

hare in encouraging gherler el cognitir e processes in y our L n As.an
operatm3g procedure it can be generalized that the type of ques

duns
you ask

wtll be rrewed,by- t e students as indicating the trpes of leanlin s that are
iinpartant

. "For _your convenience, all science questions = whether ask
_teacher or student might be classified into three Categories or pane
( l) convergent, (2) divergent, and (3) evaluative

-Convergent-Questions. As the term denotes, the Lonr,ergent ques
tioning pattern focuses on a rathei- narrow learning objeLtir e, utilizing
questions that elicit student responses that twerp. or limo on some central
theme Cornergent questions for the most part elicit rather short responses
from students e g , -Yes" or -No" or very short statements which
tend to be at the knowledge or comprehension ler el The use of the
convergent technique per se is not to be construed as being -bad I here are

many situations in which you might desire the students to Jemonstrate a
know ledge of specifics, and thus lower-leel questioning strategies vr uuld
be most appropriate

For example, if you use an inductie teaching sty le (proceeding from
a set of specific data and aiming for student conclusions), then sou utilize a
large proportion of cum ergent questions Too, sou may wish to use short
response questions as warm-up exercises by which to open, Llvse, or break
the monotony of the traditional classroom, perhaps using a. -rapid-fire"
approach This technique would be most appropriate where you are
building vocabulary skills, ke-ep in mind,. that much of science is initially
learning a kind of foreign language

The use of a rapid-fire convergent technique also allows for
participation by a very large number of students as you foals on specific
learning objectives, skills, terminologies, of solutions to easily soled
activities having 5 specific "answer."

Below is a list of convergent questions Note that these questions all
meet the criterion of focusing the student responses on a narrow sptitrum of
possible options, and that responding students vr ill rely on re all more than
analysis

'1 could heating a tin can with a little water in it and then v
capping it possibly cause the can to collapse?

2 Under what condition does water expand?

r3

What effect does acid have on blue litmus paper?
4 Where dou'you find the tallest dandelion plants?
5 What are the_Van Allen Belts?

r) f
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Patterns Divergent Thinking. Divergently oriented questions
seek responses that lead to a.ser of foci or a spearin'clf responses Divergent
questions also elicit longer student responses ' i

When the results of experiments or science activities arc being
discussed and you want to elicit an array of student responses, divergent
types of questions are appropriate because multiple responses almost always

ll occur You can capitalize on this by asking a question that can be answered
with multiple responses, calling on three or four students. in turn, and then
assuming a passive role in tht discussion, this, as you know, is a rather
sophisticated strategy And because divergent questions generate a

multiplicity of responses, you must be prepared to accept all student
responses, to allow or encourage novel solutions and creative responses

One ,technique that will aid you initially in framing divergent
questions is to write the questions on paper prior to asking them In this
manner you can examine them to ensure that they are clearly stated, and
convey the precise meaning you intend The first time you use divergent
questions, you may find the class experience rather difficult or even
disappointing Because many teachers still devote the majofify of time to the
-or recitation of very low-level learnings, students may not he oriented

xal
tow rd proliding responses that are longer and:or that result from higher
level t ghtt processes It takes a good deal of reshaping of student behavior
patterns to licit proper student responses through divLrgent yug.stioning
techniques But the students that the questions w ill he v arced and have'

patience By using ivergent questioning you will soon disLover that your
students are dealing in he higher level thinking categories of the cognitive
taxonomy i e , applica on, analysis, and synthesis.

Science by its very e istemology the experiment or activ ity '
automatically creates diverse s rces of information Use those sources to
create wider viewpoints in the c a. Below are selected questions, adapted
from the list previously presented as orlvergent questions, that may now be
classified a divergent.

I What types of structures ar collap hen theiare heated
with a litt e water in theM an then ave the opening capped?

2 What would happen if water co tracted rather than expanded
on freezing?

3 How many ways could you test to de ermine if youhave an acid?
4 How doestthe environment affect the ea ly development of young

seedlings?'
5 Why would one want to know about the Van Allen Belts?
6. If ,we exhaust the nation's petroleum reiour es within 10 or 20

.':
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sears, what will he the impact on our standard of li mg%
7 List as him% alternati%e fuel sources as sou Lan, other than

gascillne

The Evaluative Questioning Pattern. I he third basic pattjrn of
questioning is one that utilizes diLergent questions, but%% ith one added
component e%aluation I he basic difference between a do agent question
and an e%aluatie question is that the latter has built within it an c%aluatic
or judgmental set of criteria When you ask ul something is or

-had,- you are raising an e%aluation question How c%cr, because it is

possible that an ealuatie question might elicit nothing more than a poor
collection of uninformed student opinions, you must emphasize the criteria
b% which a student enders a judgment These criteria should concern the
worthwhileness or th inappropriateness of an ,object or an, idea

You can sys -matically help students in de%cloping a logical

framework by which o establish ealuatie criteria I-or example, if y@u ask
a question and the st dent replies with -Because,' then you %s ill recognize
that the student is lacking in logical perception, may be dogmatic or
arbitrary, or Just does not understand how to go about framing a logical and

consistent set of ealuatie criteria Once again, we caution sou nut to use
sarcasm or any other put-down'technique, the typical teacher comment that
"You're not being logical- gives the student no basis for imprmement
whatsoeer Take a positm approach and reinforce the student h%
pros iding examples that: %ield a logical doelopment of e%aluatic criteria
Pros ids: a specific set 0fperiteria or specific items so that the student
de% clops his or her own specific set of criteria In this manna, a student
understand why value judgments and 'opinions are being held

Observations tend to verify that as e,aluatie questions are
presented and student responses elicited, the teacher and the students tend
to want to classify the e%aluative responses along some type of continuum
ranging from "bad- or illogical responses to ''good- or logically de%efoped

responses How do you classify .tvaluative responses% By logical

de%elopment, internal consistency, validity, and perhaps responsibility In

short, it is suggested that you once again accept all student roponscs and
that you discuss apparent I9gical inconsistencies that dc ) after the
student has had an opportunity for classroom discourse

Follow mg are examples of ealuatie questions Res emh , must, if
not all, ealuatie questions will be cliergent, the on criterion that
separates di%ergent questions from ealuatie ones is the atter rely on
the establishment of judgmental criteria or the judging of %alue of some

idea based on other pre-established values, criteria, o conventions Note
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that some examples previously designated as divergent questions have been
converted below into evaluative questions. .0/

I. Why is Newton's Third Law of Motion -I-or every action
there is an equal and opposite reaction'' so important in our
lives?

2 Why is the world a better place in which to live becauseof
computers?

3 React to the following newspaper headline -Inventor Claims
Perpetual Motion Machine

4 Now has the federal system of interstate highvvay.i. harmed or
helped our environment?

5 Defend the strip mining of coal in eastern *Montana
6 To what extent is the gene theory more viable than that of

spontaneout generation?
,

Did you realize that in discussing .divergent and evaluative
questions, I have been using the term 'responses, not ansutrs? Ansvv ens Larry the

cognotation of being complete or the single absolute final word 16 be sure,
convergent, questioning patterns may elicit student ati;utrs How ever, you
must recognize that when divergent and evaluative questions arc fra4ied, the
students will be pros iding responses the degree of finality is not there

Techpical, and Humane Considerations.

Framing the Questions. The use of classroom questu;ns in a science
period, a tutorial period, or an inquiry session is always prediLati.d on thc,
assumption that'meaningful or purposeful learning activ ity is taking place

To ensure that this occurs, you must ask questions in a positive reinforcing
manner That is, questions should be used so that thAtudent enjoys learning
about science and will recelue positive reaction to his or flier responses

T.he basic rule for framing question is Ask the potion, pause, Lail on a

student This rule is grounded in the psychological principle that w hen a
question i's_asked, and then followed by a short pause, all students will
--attend- to the communication The nonverbal message is that you might
ask"any student in the class to respond Thus, the attention level of the class
remains high If you reverse this pattern by requesting spartiLular student to
respond prior to actually asking the qu' estain, then allathose students who
are not involved have an opportunity, "not to attend- to the communication
between you and the student. This same type of question framing can be
used even when employing the multiple response technique wherein you
request several students to respond

It



When you develop the habit of pausing after asking a question, you
will illun nut to "dread" the wait time Mary Budd Rowe disco ered that
teachers are must impatient vv ith students when asking science related
questions She measured the wait time of many metropolitan schixil
teachers and found that wait tune between asking a questum and either
answ ering the quiabsfore the student or calling on another student had
to he measured in frZtkiiiy of ,,,,ends' Is it any wonder that some students
dreaded to he called upon I he knew it would elicit impatient helm\ iors
from the teacher I want you ttirnOw thatc,lassroom silence h nut had \\Km
asking questions and waiting for the responses

Probing Techniques. Once act's ices have been concluded, a

question has been asked; and a student has been identified to respond, there
is always the possibility that the student will not answer the question
..omiletely This is a common occurrence in science classes When this does
happen, you need to move into probing or prOmpting strategies that attempt
to clarify the question so the student can understand it better, that cause the
student to amplify the response, or that elicit additional responCLs from the
selected individual so yqu can verify whether or not the- student
comprehends the material

If a student has neither clarified the question nor adequately
amplified the respcinse, t6en use a probing technique I u dm this In a
positive manner, acknovs ledge the attempted response but then enLourage
the student to clarify or amplify it

Prompting. During a science discussion you must prompt studerls
so that an incomplete response can be transformed into a more,Lomplete or
logical response Basically you will use the same technique as discussed,
above regarding probing i e , you will always aid the student wall a
positive reinforcement so that the student is encouraged to complete' any
incomplete response °Iles ise an incorrect one I n most Lases the studeriM ill
respond' to a question with a partially correct response Or stating, it
negatively, a student will often respond with a partially incorrect response
in addition to a partially correct one Immediately upon hearing the response
that fits this category, begin to prompt the student so that the response can
be completed, made more logical, re-examined, or stated more adequately or
more appropriately

44,
Handling Incivrect Responses. No matter how. skillful you are in

motivating students, providing adequate and relevant instructional
materials, and asking meaningful questions, there w ill he Lim continual
problem that detracts from the intellectual and interpersonal RAI\ itics of a
science lesson incorrect student responses



, Jr

`As was discussecipreyiously, you can use probing and prompting
techniques 'When a student response is partially correct or incompletely
stated Basically, prompting and probing are rather easy techniques because
you can rqinforce the positive aspect of the student's response, While
ignoring the, negatiy e or incomplete componot How ey er, when a student
gives a totally incorrect response, a more complex situation 'arises I irst, oy

have little to reinforce positively , and such teacher t:omments as "No- oi
Fhat is incorrect'' act as negative rejnforcers which, depending 011 the

persdnality of the student who responds, might reduee her or his desire to
participite in science discussions or recitation Second, &you respond yen
adversely to ah incorrec student response, there is a high probability that

- .
the "ripple effect

9,
willapPear. Jacob S Kounin4; -who has so deseriked this

act, demonstrates that students who arc not themselYes.the target of the
teacher \ aversive strategy are, in fact, affected by what thifieaelier does to
other -class members . -

Z
What, then, can you do? Since the entire approach to this method is

to stress the. positive, c first decision you might make is whether any

portion of the stude t's verbal response can be classified as valid,
p

-
r

appropriate, or-correct. Following this -split-second" elk:Liston makmpyou
rmust then provide positive reinforcement or praise for that particular
portion When an incorrect student response pros ides no opportunity fur
positive reinforcement, you might attempt to move to a miitial,probing or

;prompting technique For example, you might slate, "Your roponse is in
the magnitude of the answer," or, "Could you tell us how you arrived at
your answer)" Note that none of these responses is totally negative, but each

can he considered as neutral in that it is not positive either
Concept RevievrQuestions. As you begin to do:clop confidence in

using various questioning techniques, it becomes necessary fur you to rev iew

in a most efficient manner those protously learned seienee eoneepts and to

relate or correlate them to know ledgelthat will be generated at a later date
In moo:cdses, teachers tend to schedule a review prior to a summatiye _

evaluation "Review Thursday" tends to be an ineffective use of student
time in that the vast majority do not need the reYiew and fur those students
who do, such an oral exercise is usually fruitless in expanding their
intellectual understanding of whatever it is that the teacher desires

How can you review prey'ious concepts while conducting
questioning strategieg) One successful method. Is to re-enecir encpts
discussed previously but in the context otriewirprZ4ted nia'11'41 For

example, if you are progiessIng through a unit on electriejl cnitentsind the
topic of batteries has already been covered, anda related topic e.g.,

-1
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chemical reaction, that produce energy is being studiyd, you begin to ask

questions relating to batteries and their chemical reactions Its that simply

The concept review technique requires that y l)u he al vs av s on the

alert for a teachable moment that will allow a meaningful rylationship to he
established, a previous concept to he reinforced, or a.sveithysis ofinow ledge

to take play,.e, -thereby creating one more motnational fatten for the Llass

Encouraging Nonvolunteers. Vv'ith most science Ito\ ales,. You

4,1)111 hay e no problem encouraging students to respond to qutstions or to
present their findings to the class But what are some helpful stratLgie.s in

motivattng nonvolunteers to respond verbally during a questioning session?

The first technique is to maintain a highly positive approach towarcl the

stident Once the nonyolunteer has responded appropriately , there should be

generous positive feedback to encourage the student to continue such

behavior Another technique isto ask rather easy evaluative questions since
ini)sk.,itudents respond to questions that concern Judgment,, standards, or

opinions
Another metho4 that can he used to increase nom olunteer

partiLipation is to make a game.out'of questioning from unit to time Place
each student's nametn a card so that You can draw the Lards at random, thus

treating a condition where every student could he tailed on to mite
I oo, there is nothing wrong %kith giving thy. known nonryspontling

students a card with a question on it the dav before thy. intoldtd
rFetraoon period Very quietly hand the students a Lard and Or tik, th,

t checl. over the assignment so that the can summaria. thur rysisonsys

for the next class period At least this method begins to build a trusting
relationship between you and the students

I do not condone calling on nonvolunteers fur avyrsiv L or punislimult

_tactics Schooling ought to he positive with ff LonsyquynLys of

''approach tendencies heang emulated As a general rule tht. most

influential means by w hith You can entourage a non% oluntLL.r to patty (pact

,

is to he sincere and genuine in treating each student as a human being

Nonvolunteers have learned, and probably painfully, that it doesn't pay to
say anything in the class because the teacher vy ill put you dow n" anyhow

Developing Student Skills in Framing Questions

The previous techniques have been oriented toward the tcaLher, but

there is another source of questions that is often Overlooked the students

themselves Classes can he organized to encourage student tominunitation,

giving each one a chance to express opinions and ideas, but ey idenyc shows

that teachers do most of the talking.
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Studies have shown that (1) students can be encouraged to ask
productive or higher-level questions, (2) the more questions a student asks
per period, the greater the probability that the questions will be at higher
levels, (3) praise will encourage and stimulate more productive thinking
processes among students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, and (4)
students become more involved in the classes in which they are encouraged
to ask questions.

To teach students how to flame their own good questions, refer to
the game that was' first made famous many years ago on radio, "1 wenty
Questions The game of "Twenty Questions,- in which participants ask
questions to identify something, can be applied in the classroom You .c,an
present a problem or identify some concept that needs to be discovered and
then allow the discovery to take place only through student questioning
Initially you conduct the session. But as students become more proficient at
questioning skills, then they might conduct the enure session with you
merely analyzing the various interpersonal reactions

J Richard Suchmans prepared an Inquiry Development Program

published by Science Research Associates where the emphasis is on'
developing student questioning skills. Using this approach, you present a
problem to the students and then play a passive role in the learning,
responding only with a 'Yes" or a -No- to any student's question What
this means is that the students must learn how to ask questions on which
they can build a pyramid of knowledge, ultimately leading to a convergent
response or answer, rather 'than Isimply a series of unsystematically asked
questions. When this technique is utilized with students who have had
almost no opportunity in the classroom to ask questions, the initial results
can be rather "sad.- However, you should review each lesson and give
precise and detailed directions on how the questioning can be improved As
one alternative, if it would not be too slow, you might initially write each
student's question on a chalkboard or on an overhead projector transp,rency
so that each student would have v isually presented those questions that are
asked by her or his peers In this way information andskills can he built up
gradually in a somewhat systematic manner

Of course, when developing student skills in frarAing questions, it
becomes imperative that the students understand theJogic that each question
must encompass a large category of specifics In short, you must give
practical application to deductive logic skills.

Another alternative to use in developing students' skills in framing
questions is to have student's prepare recitation questions based on the
science data being studied. Indus manner you can assign a few students each
day to prepare a series of questions for their peers To be sure, most students
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will be oriented only toward facts since that is what is most often
reinforced in their learning But if you are skillful in continually reinforcing
those questions that are aimed at higher-level thinking skills and in
ultimately helping each student to prepare appropriate higher level thinking
questions, you will gradually observe improved 'questioning skills

As a teacher you will not hat as you bigin to encourage the class
members to ask questions of eac other, there is a subtle shift of
responsibility to the class Teachers usually admonish their charges to
"accept more responsibility I submit that it is in the learning situations
where greater responsibility may be acquired The latter statement implies
that responsibility is a learned behaN ior" Just like so many other behaN tors

As a teacher you owe it to your students to,,' help them become more
-articulate and thoughtful individuals What a splendid opportunity exists
by a slight shift in classroom questioning techniques As was stated
previously, this technique must be carefully explained to the students and
then practiced for a few class periods You and the class can generate a set of
criteria that provides information or rules by which be Jartous student-
made questions are framed Then, perhaps once a week or more often, the
students can conduct the questioning sessions Further, this method acts as`a
prerequisite experience to student-led discussions

Teachers with whom I have worked have all been pleased with thiii
results of such techniques And, more importantly, these same teacher's were
amazed at how they underestimated the potential that existed in thor classes, I
am not implying that these techniques are simple to implement It takes
much work and planning But the attendant rew aids make both teaching and
Itarning more worthwhile

'Teacher Idiosyncrasies: A C'aution

One would speculate that all teacher- behaviors that may he
associated. w ith questioning are positive and encouraging After all, one
needs only a few tricks and a smile and shazam instant success, Un-
fortunately, there are teacher beha,, tors that, when used Inappropriately,
mat Interfere with agsmooth classroorn3erbal interactiOn pattern Briefly

these idiosyncrasies are (I) repeating the question,. ( 2) repeating all the
. student responses, ( 3)'answering the question yes, answering one's own

question, (4) interfering as A student completes a long response by.Lutting
the ltudent off, (5) ignoring r i.e , not attending to the responding
student, and (6) calling on the same few studenq;
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Summary

Ifiyou have perceived that I am attempting to make a "game" of
science 6ching, then you are absolutely correct' Science ought to be a time

in which everyone has fun learning or at least will have approach tendencies

while learning. If science can be meaningful and relevant, then students will

enjoy working at it Students have approach tendencies for those areas in

which they are successful, if science is distasteful, then it is because, for the

most part, students have been unsuccessful in science Such an attitude can

he easily rectified by making science, or for that matter all subjects, success

oriented
All of the above questioning strategies must he considered among

yous tools of the trade But learning would soon become a very' trite and

boring exercise it were centered only about questioning While questions

comprise an important set of teaching tools, they are just that tools Each

technique must be used appropriately and must be congruent with the
objective that you have for any specified student, group of sfci'ents, or class

Finally, you might realize at this point that the tech} iques you need
toapply to improve the teaching of science are some of the same that can be

used to improve all subjects

CHAPTER 4

BEING SUCCESSFUL.
WITH SCIENCE-RELATED

DISCUSSIONS-

The most successful elementary school teachers tend to use a-mix of

individual and small-group work. Both of these topics have been prey iously
introduced Thus, those promised elaborations with the emphasis on Foam
olje,twe5 rather than performance or behavioral objectives are begun The latter type'

of objectives specifies exact learner behaviors in terms that make learning
observable Nearly every teacher in Americ'a knows how to identify, write,

and specify learning ih performance terms
However, there is yet another type of objective that may be of

equal, if not greater, importance the. process objective A process objective
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requires the learner to participate in some technique, interaction, or
strategy Process tiding is much moreAubtle than speLifying performance.
objectiyes and quires that you carefully plan exptridi,s for the learners As
was mention previously, the schools should develop responsibility, a
process which talus years to accomplish and vy hick some Indio iduals never
master Development of a process such as responsibility requires that the
students hale something aboUt which to be responsible Likeyy ise, practice,
planning, and cumulative experiences are all necessary to dLyLlop successful
processes in small-group and discussion techniques /

It may be confusing to use process with two definitions 1) the 13
scientific processes, and ( 2) the process objectives that -relate to learner
interaction w ith techniques or strategies So, to Auld any problem w ith
semantics, I w, always refer to the first class of processes as sa,titifii. proioses
and the second classification as interaction processes

On analysis you will disco"er that the scientific processes tend to
belong to the cognitive domain of skills, while interactive processes tend to
fit the realm of the affectiye domain the attitudinal dimensions of rife and
learning Let us examine how you can determine the status of your classroom
group and what organizational and inchy idual deyelopments sire necessary to
use the interaction processes most effectively

The Basic Organization

Establishing Goals. The first requirement of LonductingA success-
ful small-group science learning acts ity through either a discussion or a
small-group learning unit is the development of a set of long range priorities
While performance objectives are written for the immediate, interaction
process objectiyes are written for the development of skill's, attitudes, and
know ledge t.6 require long periods of time to develop Long-range

objectiyes are important because, as the planner, you must identify the skills
that the learners must demonstrate before they can approach or achieve
mastery of any , tated objectives. , , f

As an icl'to yourlong-range planning there are sey eral 'skills that
both you and the leArhers must be able to demonstrate 1 hese might initially
he called prcJisLiession skills Below is a listing of both theibrder and the types
of skill t at are _prerequisite to conducting successful small group
discu, ions in scteire

1 The teacher' kno'ws how to select and ttasliequestions in a
4systematic manner

2. Student/ learn to respond to divergent questions.
3 Students learn to,respond to evaluative questions
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4 The class Is sulNded into small groups to discuss topics that
require divergent and convergent responses

5 Students can complete committee tasks
6 Students learn to ask questions of each other and of the teacher
7 The teacher identifies the needed InteraLtion proasso for specific

individuals and for the class as a group
8 Small-group units are formed in the class
9 The teacher prepares student leaders, recorders, and obseryers

10 The class is subdivided for teacher-led small group discussion
I I All class members comprehend the concept of 'formative

evaluation

12 The teacher and the students plan for appropriate discussions
13 Students learn roles for various discussion techniques
14 The class is subdivided for student-led discussions
15 The entire class critiques and evaluates small-group efforts
16 I he procests associated with small-group discussions are

incorporated Into the ongoing activities of the class

'On first reading, you might he overwhelmed Please don't he I he

above 16-major tasks are easily incorporated into ;acme instruction, but
they are also easily implemented during social studies or language arts
lessons The list .is pros ided to help you eyaluate your ow n classroom and

what needs be done to improve student skills through meaningful
experiences =

You already have studied, and perhaps mastered, the ait of
questioning which wash detailed in Chapter 3 Nloreithan likely you are

already using some elements of individualized learning such as learning
centers in your classroom Most. teachers utilize some smell group auly ities,

often through committees All that I ani proposing is that you extend these

, tested teaching strategies tp the field of science in a systematic manner Let

us develop the entire technique
Developing Small Groups. Group size is an important variable be-

cause it influences learner participation ley els. To state absolute minimum or

maximum numbers to ensure successful interaction diffrcutt An optupal
size generally appears to range between fdui and eight

When four or fewer students are involved in a science discussion
group, there is a tendency to.pair-off- rather than interact Cony,ersely, the

likelihood' that all students w ill participate decreases :when the group

nupber approaches 12 With larger numbers e g., 15 or more a few

students tend to remain very interactive, a few somewhat interactive, and
the great majority silent or passive It seems apprLpriate to subdiy ide groups
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of 12 or-more into groups of six to eight prior to the initiation of a small-
group discussion The topic, the group, and the leader's experience all affect
this decision .

A discussion denotes an exchange of Ideas with active learning and
participation by all concerned On the other hand, recitation tends to be a
passive technique from the viewpoint of student activ ity Discussion

methods seem to be logical extensions of student iriteraLtions w ith materials
or objects doling science activities as student and student or student and
teacher exchange thoughts Discussions allow students to discover, devLlop,
state, and react to personal vi points not merely to'repeat thow ideas
that you or a text has presenM ..

For purposes of clarification, a science discussion is described as
including these elements. ..

1 A'small! number (6-12) of students meeting together
2: Recognition of a common science topic or problem
3/ Initiation, exchange, and evaluation of information and ideas that

relate 63 science.
4 ,Direction toward some goal or objective (often of the

participants' choosing).
5 Verbal interaction objectively and emotionally

.. . .

.. Why Use Discussions?

Discussions and gmall-group learning units are most appropriate if
you., desire to increase teacherstudent and studentstudent verbal

interaction in tht classroom. Recall in Chapter 1 that 12 different goals for
using small-group or discussion techniques were described as being

appropriate to aid student in becoming more responsible and independent
learners. During the actual science lesson, students become active
participants in the'tlass activities an. d demonstrate both their suentific and=

interaction proces; skills '
A- well-accepted psychological princ.iple is that students le'trn hest

when they actively involved or participating If you desire to promote aiide range of interests, opinions, and perspectives in the science class, then
all-group discussions provide another vyay to aceomplis goal' If you

desire to have different students doing different tasks or a ivities at the
same time, all lea-ding to meaningful goals, or if you desire to practice
indirect control of the class", then discussion is an appropriate techniquei, ..

Small-group discussions provide an excellent method for dealing
wall controversial issues or open-ended questions The need for a low!,

o state, or national science policy, the problems of advocatting a paiticular

4 -)
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solution or point of slew, and efforts to inform are all appropriate subjects
for science-related discussions. -

One criterion is critical in .planning for the use of small-group

,discussion activities. Is the actis ity,, qubstion, or group task one for which
there is abundant data? This criterion requires that you know approximately
the range, amount, usefulness, and timelinessf-mailable materials If the

..
students are limited in their research to collections of outdated, inaccurate
materials, then they will not be Attie to challenge prejudices, deselop open-
minded and flexible approaches to nevs information, or learn hors to reflect
upon the acquisition of new knowledge

It is your responsibility as a teacher to develop the habit of thinking
in ter s of the- students-and-I-working-together A -we" attitude helps your

in esta lishing clear goals that resolve around teacher-student relationships,
student tudent relationships, the learning purposes of the classroom, and a
supportise emotional climate and learning atmosphere, so that each class
inemberrespects all other individuals and their respective ideas

Every one of us has everienced, in either large or smalLclasses, how ...
the initial sessions are often marked by a lack of responsis mess and a general
climate of anxiety Group development and cohesiseness are attained only
gradually Effective small-group facilitators understand how to plant
experiences that reinforce group goal-seftmD group effectiveness, group

interactiori, and group development
Studies have shown that, when conducted under appropriate

conditions, small-goup methods are superior for selected purposes There is
evidence that changes in social adjustment and personality can be facilitated
through small-group instructional methods. Further, It has been demon-
strated that small-group activities help to increase the students' depth of
understanding and grasp of course content Two affective consequences have
been demonstrated as being attributable tosmall-group techniques ( 0 the
enhance4ent of motivation and greater involvern,ent by the students, and ( 2)

the development of positive student attitudes- toward course 'materials
. Finally, you will find that when you use small-group discussion

techniques, your students will devekip .science problem-solving skills
because they obtain treater practice in the application of concepts and
because they realize that the content information has a practical use

..

1` Two general skills inquiry and cooperativeness will tend to
increase the effectiveness of the small-group participants As groups develop

cooperative members, the quality and quantity of learning become amazingly

high. Conversely, if the group members compete with each other, there is a!)
tendency for both the quantity and the quality of learning to decrease Of
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course, to reach selected instruttional goals, intergroup competition may
actually- be desirable (If not carried to an extreme) The overall success of
small groups within your classroom depends on your selection ,of a blend of
discussion modes, some of which require intragrou'p cooperation and a few
that call for intergroup compe ition, which may be in the form of science
related games or simulations

Introducing the Concept of Evaluation

E. aluation of discussions is designed to pros ide feedback to each
indiv idual w ho participates in the group acts ity Since small group
discussions are interaction-processOriented, that process' should be

,ontiniially evaluated so that each participant maN improve In the preparation
of such es aluations, simplicity is the k y concept You ast; w hat the goals or
objectives of the activity are, identify appropriate criteria bywhich tom
judge each component, and then prepare a model form for the evaluator

Once the evaluator has-judged the group act's ities, data from each
individual should be compiled so that the group can receive saggregate or
Lumulativ e feedback It is possible to talk all of the indiv idual responses for
each Item and present the sums to the group, This technique allow s each
individual to compare the self-rating results to that of the group . 4

Evaluation forms, often simply homemade, may he filed 16s you or by
; , 4"

each student in order to determine the type and direction of grow th for each
' participating kridiv idual Such data enable,.yoil to help students who have

not mastered specific discussion skill!'and to pros ide future direction fur the
group's use of discussion . ,

' One form of evaluation is sim ord the numberlif times each
student interacts verbally This form co prepared, w about any tpecial,
printing. It would l'Ook like Figure 4 The es aluator tallies a mark each time
any indiv idual speaks At the sg.d of the discussion the leader. and pdrbaps.
es en you, could examine the tabulation todetermine if soiriekint. dominated 4

Numo of Group Iemlyrs Number of Interaatons

I I aura Anne, Leader

. 2 Gus, Recorder

3 Jerry/
4 Flame
5 Sharon r.
f, Pat

Figure%4 Me.thod Evaluation Form
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the discussion or if someone did not contribute to it The rationale for this
type of evaluatiOn is to promote interaction behaviors, not to blame.anyone

Another possible model instrument that is designed to get feedbasck
fim the participants themselves, not-just the evaluator, is shown m Figure

5. You or a small-group evaluator might then compile group data on a graph
to better observe the total range of responses

Other evaluation forms might help group members,.assess their own
participation over time or test the affective dimensions of the discussion

( particularly when decisions or value judgments are made or data
Interpreted) The form in Figure 6 could be used during a science discussion
that focuses on value-laden ideas or decision making,

Techniques for the Classroom

s now address four well-tested small-group techniques that are

most suited to science classes ( 1) bramstOrming, (2) Phillips 66, (3)
tutorial, and (4) task groups. You might even mix some of these as

I

y ou gain

experience with them
Brainstorming. A very simple technique that is useful when

creativity is desired, is brainstorming Most science activities have some
elements that require students to do some freewheeling thinking Thiss
when you want to use a brainstorming group Any number of students can
become' invoked in a brainstorming activity The shorter the discussion
period is, the smaller the groups should be, so let time dictate tt3e size
within a 5 to 12-person limit,

The brainstorming session is started by the leader who briefly states
the problem under consideration The problem might be as simple as "Fidw
can we collect datatbout the problem?" or as complex as "How can we set

up an experiment to test seed germination ?"
After the topic is stated and before interaction starts, itls crucial to

select a method of recording the discussion It could be taped, or one or more

students who write quickly could serve as recorders.
Although all the students will be oriented to the rules, make sure

that the student header enforces these procedures The following rules seem
tto be especially important

-1. All ideas; except for obvious jokes, should be acknowledged
2 No cnticistn is to be made of any suggestion. -

3. Members should be encouraged to build on each other's ideas In
the final analysis, no idea belongs to an individual, so encourage

piggybacking.",
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Dircawns To evaluate your group, place an -X- or. the line above the statement that best
describes your reaction to each of the incomplete sentences
Group Date
Name

I I thought that the discussion

Gave everyone chance Allowed almost everyone
to participate freely, a chance totearticipate

freely

2 As far as my participation in the discussion, I

Was dominated

by only a few

Was really with it

, 3 The discussion leader

- Could have done better Was totally out of it

Encouraged a wide range Selected only ; few
of participation persons to participate

Seemed to domin-

ate the discussion

most of the time

VFigure 5 Checklist for Discussion

Dirraions The student who evaluates the discussion should Lade the response that describes

the conclusion If any negative CN a luat lonsAtre given, then a short statement of how that aspect

can be improved must be given

I To what extent was the task Well Somewhat Needed
,clearly defined> , defined clarification

2 Were all conclusions definitely Very well Somewhat Suggestions

stated or identified> stated stated to improve

3 How would you rate the value Very Somewhat impractical
of the conclusions> practical , practical

4 Were the conclusion's made in Yes i No, the conclusions
light of the problem?' were made by considering

other data

5 How well did the group skare Much SOme There seemed
information> sharing to a need

.
sharing

for re

6 To what extent could you determine All Most 'There seemed
if the participants were pleased seemed seemed to be a mix
with the manner in which the dis- to-be pleased

cussion took place> jsed

Figure 6 Discussion Product Appraisal Form
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4. Solicit ideas, or opinions, from silent members Then give them
positive reinforcement

5. Quality is less important than quantity, but this does not relieve
the group members from trying to think creatively or

Intelligently

Brainstorming is an initiating process and must be followed up with

some other activity After the discussion or brainstorming session, it 14

important thatihe ideas presented be classified* ty pes and then evaluated

for use by students in follow-up activities One way to follow up would be
to use the ideas generated in the brainstorming session as the basis for
another type of discussion Brainstorming can also lead bathe prioritizing of
the elements e.g., 'when,vu desire a series of suggested science topics to
be assessed in priority for future study

The evaluation of a brainstorming cession should not be lengthy, and
it should be nonthreatening for the participants Remember, you want
everyone to contribute, regardless of their level of academic capability You
may want to make some private assessments about academic levels, levels of

inhibition, or who is "turned off" by science, but all public evaluatins,
must be highly positive in nature

Phillips 66. The :Phillips 66" 'discussion group involves exactlyi
six students, and was developed$y J Donald Phillips at Michigan State
University It is established quickly and does not call for pre-orientation
Students do not have to be highly skilled in group interaction for this type of
discussion to work effectively In fact, the Phillips 66 technique is most
appropriate as an initial mixer activity.

The class is divided into groups of six ( this.can be done by you or on

a v nteer basis) The groups then have one minute in which to select a
secretary and a leader At the end of one minute, you give a clear and concise
statement of the problem or issuet 4iscussion,iscussion, worded so as to encourage

specific single statement answas. he students then have exactly six
minutes to come to an agreement as to the best solution for the problem

When using the Phillips 66 group in the primary grades, you may
decide to eliminate the role of secretary, but I would encourage you to still
consider the benefits of having one of the students summarize the group's
solution. Listening and summarizing are important skills for group work,
and the Philliptik method is a good training technique for future group
leaders, recorders, arjd evaluators.

The Phillips 66 discusSion group can be very useful as an initiating
activity for a concept formation or attainment lesson or as a lead-in for a new
scienv unit. You can probably think of many other appropriate times when
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it would be beneficial to focus the students' a tuition on a problem or
concept and to quickly create interest in this pr blem or concept

Your role is very simple You decide e -topic, arrange the
groups, start the discussiondr, and then just obserc After the discussion is
oer, you might want to discuss with the students ways that the leaders can
keep the group focused on the task

Tutorial. The tutorial discussion group is used most frZpentl% to
help students who have experienced difficulties in learning either basic
skills or a single scientific concept, or who are absent from science classes
I he group has only a few students ( usually two to four) and focuses on a
narrow range of materials It is an excellent was to facilitate the handling of
marpulatives or to demonstrate and e% a'luate motor activities

The arrangements for a tutoring session should pros de ears er

to eyeball- contact to ease the flow of communication among all. persons
The selected discussion leader is clearly identified and, as such, plays a
somewhat dominant role in the group process This leader has three major
functions to perform when; in the tutorial mode ( 1 ) questioning the group
to pinpoint the exact problem that has blocked learning, (2) pro, 'ding
information or skills to facilitate learning, and ( 3,) encouraging all-to ask
questions and seek answers among themselves

Lest you have serious reservations about the tutorial technique, it
has been demonstrated that students often learn better from each other than
from the teacher' Many school districts currently use student tutors and are
finding them to be, invaluable resources for the classrodri teacher (Of
course, a teacher aide makes an excellent tutor ) I caution, however, that
prior to using student tutors, you must be satisfied that each one has
mastered the necessary competencies such as the skills of questioning,
ping positie reinforcement, and analyzing work tasks .1 he student who
leads the tutorial science discussion also needs to have deeloped some skills
in the area of human relations The leader must be patient, yet proidc v, arni
and friendly encouragement The leader must also keep the group,moving
to and its goal, accept the Inputs from those who learn slow is and prod
those group members who are slow to contribute

Although probably most often used to alio, late student learning
difficulties, the tutorial discussion group is an excellent method by v,,luch to
encourage independent projects for advanced learners 'Many gifted students
will find it a challenge to try to explain their project to other students

Task Group. Another easy-to-use discussion type is the task group
As the name implies, students are involved in some type of work or acto, ity
in ,which significant contributions can be made by each group member
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Prerequisite to using the task group is the specification of clegly defined
tasks or assignments to all group members, The task group is very similar to
a committee, having clearly defined goals; indiy idual assignment's, and roles

Further, it is beneficial for you to establish a.work schedule and a system for
internal monitoring of achievements, and initra'ilf even to provide all of the
learning resources that may be necessary to-accomNish the identified tasks
Really, the latter is recommended At the scheduled conclusion of the task,
each subgroup reports its findings to the entire class

Task groups tend to beteathker dominated in that the teacher usually
selects the tasks and assigns each chess member to accomplisliNsorte specific
role This discussion type can be used Very efficiently dunng the early part
of a semester when you are attempting to pros ide students vY`ilif-specific
scientific process competencies Using this technique you can observe how
selected students work with each other and how responsibly they tend to
accomplish the task that has been assigned.

In General

The use of small groups in science'instruction is one more method by
which to,make your" class more self-sustained The technique is not to be
construed as an "easy way" out of teaching science After reading the text
to this point, you must surely be asking, "Can anyone possibly have the time
to do all this and teach science, too?"

The response to that thought is that both science and discussions are
chiefly processes As you teach one process, you integrate the other My
point of view is that teachers should realize that science is easily id'apt.ed to

any reasonable teaching technique Further, by developing small-group
discussion strategies, you will find that you %Nil! have more time to interact
with your class members. It will be,,af course, an interaction with small
groups but it does increase your interactipn significantly

CHAPTER 5

FITTING THE PIECES
ALL TOGETHER FOR SUCCESS

At this point you might Just be thinking to yourself, "He-hasn't
mentioned one thing about needing further science training That is correct

and I had originally not planned to mention it at all My rationale is that
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elementary school teachers are expected to 'be, really, thj last of the
encyclopedists Every advocate tends to conclude that you foils need more

more .career education, consumer education, drug eduL*tron, health
education, nutrition education, sLience education, human refations training,
counseling training, physical education training; mathematics
anthropology, -economics,history, sociolog5i, and on, And un,'and on

I am an advocate of science education' There w ill be no apologies for
that Yet'. 1 am a realist Most of the science activities that you must
incorporate into your daily teaching or more realiStiLally into about tyvo
or three hours of instruction per week require only a general orientation
to the basic. sciences. To be sure, it is molt desirable to have ha ourso in
biology, physical sciences, earth sciences, atmospheric and space Les,

outdoor education, and scientific, equipment Most of you have had one or
two courses from that list Yet, most of you will need some typk_ of added
preparation during the in-service phase of your fi.rf.ers

Organizing Support for Science
in-Service ,Programs6

1 here are four elements that I have found to he Lssuitial fur sfiLLess
when designing and conducting effective scienLL staff devdopment
programs ( I ) awareness, ( 2) application, ( 3) implemuitation, and ( 4)

maintenance
Awareness. I raining projects or activities that arc designed to

provide information about new science concepts, developments, skills,
equipment, curriculums, or teaching techniques are- classified as attarkno,,
sessions I hese aLtly Ines ire essential to keep all staff members up to date and
informed about professionally related skills

Awareness sessions usually inclukk shfirt LonteruiLLs, one day

institutes, multimedia presentations, programs given by NalLs NprLsenta
Jo. es, promotions,, lectures, or visitations to schools vs ith a reputation
hay ing a good sLience program The information ubtainLd at this Iced in, acs
one knowledgeable that spme science curriculum "exists" ur is avallabl for

use the teadiei participants are usually learningrabout seILLALLI proccss s ur
products for the first time

In too many es ice programs are centered about (JUL sci nee

eawarehess project, after another Thus, the stall beLoniLs exposed to
something new, but that is it exposed'

While 4warenesrs critical tc; learning about elLinentan: sou cc

programs, an additional set of steps must he taken 1Latims and ',rump, Is

ot?

1
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need to put selected innovative'science actwrties into prat e which

leads'cuts airectly to the secon ement for effective in-service twining
Application. The ele ent of applicatwn carries the connotation that

something is used in a context different from that in which it was initially
learned. How does a school district incorporate an application phase into its
science in-service programs? There are several alternatives, let us examine

but two
One of the tested methods of application is that of micro-teaching

You select only a few peers or students and try the science lessons with a
few of them each day There is no penalty in micro- eaching for failure as
there is in the classroom. Only a few teachers ma be involved in the
activities The essential attribute of the application phase is expo-iota

New science curriculums, new science textbook series, and sets of
science teaching strategies can be' tested,by a group of teachers Perhaps an
entire school might act as the trial center for some specific science program,
project, Of, skill-building training. By incorporating the applicAtion phase'

Into the school district's in-service operations, a full-scale scienc in -sere ice

program that focuses on a given activity may be supported or aborted,
depending on an 'evaluation of the application phase

Implementation. Full commitment, to a science in-service program
takes place after successful application phases The most intensive period of
the project or program is the implementation phase AR appropriate teaJlers and
administrators are involved in a full spectrum of in-service activities that relate
to the succvful teaching and learning or the selected 'cience program,
Furthir, it isnring the implementation phase that the supervisory activ ities
of responsible4science resource personnel are fdcused on helping the involved

teachers and principals to perfect the science skills, procedures, or content
The word appropriate was carefully inserted in the prev sous paragraph

because it ha's been often assumed that "everyone'' ought to be involved in
most school district in-service adivity. Such broad scale, involvement is

seldom,- if ever, warranted in any school district Sciencel in-service

programs area planned, designed, and incorporated into the -curriculum

following carefully conducted needs assessments It has been my professional
experience to observe that needs surveys illustrate a wide variety of desired

in-service activities in which specifically designated personnel are the foci
Provide thg;:intensive training only to the immediate users Relevana isthe
key word in is phase , .,

0 ast point: The implementation phase is complete when the

involv personnel demonstrate the 'newly learned and des* science-
related behaviors, can perform them in the classroom or office, know why
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they arc being performed, and can evaluate Int.11ithal proficiency by a set of
systematic criteria The -payoff- of any systematically conducted science
in sery lee proram may he observed through successful indly idual or, group
assimilation and implementation

Maintenance. The final phase is a continued and longitudinal -low-.
level visibility- set of science in-service acti> itits that follow the major
implementation effort The term maintenaik k implies that some' kind of
follow-up is required New persons are lured,ln thnistriet, persons change
grade levels or switch buildings, and, some persons w ill simply need
additional training to perfect the needed science skills

To address these rather spec6I needs, a school district curriculum
coordinator must plan and develop a set of internal mechanisms by w hieh to
conduct the maintenance in-seniae actly ities One successful method is to
identify, and reward teachers or administrators who are judged as exemplars
of the newly learned science-related behaviors or skills and ask them to
conduct short-term clinics or help sessions A second method is to use the'j
principal or central office resource person (if they have the time ) as the

training agent Yet another technique employs multimedia instructional
sy stems The essential eldinent is to pros ide all identified individuals w ith

the preparation required for sustained success of the science program

Implications

School districts that have incorporated the afJoye model tend to find
teachers' and admin.}strators attitudes about science in-service programs to
be very positive The, timate end, of course, is better seienee instruction
for the student in the cfassroom

However, it is abundantly apparent that such science in-service
programs regime school boar& commitment to ensure success this
commitment comes first in the form of a urinal board policy that recognizes
in-service education ,as a continuous need of the district -1 be fiscal

commitment of the school board for science w ill be enthusiastically matched
by the professiOnal commitment of teachers and administrators

This in-sery ice plan implies that learning is truly continuous and is a
y alued activity More importantly, it priSv ides a parity for seienee in service
The teaching staff and administrative staff each do what is essential for
collective success and for the success of the students, too

Some Comments About Incentives

Quite obviously, involvement in in-sery ice programs requires More
than a passive commitment to the 'profession To accomplish any ambitious
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program requires identification of incentives that may aid professional

commitment
One major intrinsic reward is the self-satisfaction of having become

knowledgeable about science Further, the translation of the scientific
knowledge and techniques will help raise student achievement levels

Other educators will desire' to gain college or university credit,
ultimately to gain advancement on the salary schedule

Another incentiv%e is released time This time Ly used to observe
other teachers, conduct science in-service on the maintenance level, stuS the

adopted science program independently, devise evaluation strategies for the

program, or plan for new activities to be incorporated into the science
program

Paying the Bill. School district administrative personnel mist be
alert for methods to fund.in-Serv.ice efforts These include linking vOith a
local or regional university to apply to the National Science Foundation for

etZtlege teacher improvement grants These grants pros ide, at no cost to

the school district or the participant's, science-contentrelated programs
during either the summer or the academic year The vast majority of these
grants provide for instruction to be conducted right in the school district

State offices of education often have federal projects that can
provide some fiscal support for science in-service-programs

The concept of the "Teacher Center'' 'yvillAndoubtedly pros ide
delivery systems to teachers that will improve their science skills, and at the

local level
I would also suggest that a school district contract with sympathetic

science educators and scientists at a local or regional university to conduct

an in-service effort that is based on clearly specified objectives_
determined by the staff In this manner, the teachers can obtain additional

extension credits, the district pavi for the training, and the teachers and
administrators plan and design the instruction that they need

There are many other methods, of approaching the problem of
providing relevant science in-servige jrograms The essence of in sere ice is

to provide needed experiences to the teachers and principals, to extend and

expand their science knowledge, and ultimately to reduce the levels of
anxiety Or accompany adventures "Into the unknown

Teaching Students with Special Needs

One area of American education that 'is gaining momentum is the
adaptation of instructional materials and science curriculums for handi-
capped children These widespread efforts in science education for the
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handicapped stem primarily from the passage of Public Law 94-142, the
Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 Much has been
written about PL 94-142, and it must be noted that one aspect of the law
has been to make ay ailable the totality of the curriculum to all handicapped
children

Public, Law 94-142 requires all school districts to prescribe an
.,
k--

Individual 'Education Plan (IEP), detailing the general and specific
objectives for the student Science also requires the specification of
objectives Thus, you already hale the element of planning completed

Assuming that your elementary science program is actiy ity oriented,
you w ill soon find that it is not difficult to accommodate handicapped
children in science classes Recall from the earlier chapters that modern
science programs are divergent in characteristic This same divergence
allows for greater flexibility in meeting the special requirements of teaching

i
handicapped children In many activities there is the need for a small group
two or mott children working on the problem, this allows a handicapped
child to bek'Placied with a supportive group

Most activity-oriented elementary school science programs, have
both physical and biological science components and are designed to be used
throughout the year at each grade level, kindergarten through grade 6 A
definite teaching cycle is usually suggested. In nearly all modernprograms,
the initial ktly ales' are organized so that the students learn through
spontaneous interactions with the various materials During this stage all
students hay e the opportunity to explore, touch, feel, discuss, and enjoy the
stuff of the I sson Here is the opportunity to initiate those divergent
questioning skills, as the students respond divergently N. hen asked what
theyobserve during)the initial experiences

Later, scientific concepts are identified by either you or the
student Again, by haying concrete science materials, you will find that the
handicapped can attain mo/tonceplts as well as your other students'

The last stage of nearly all modern elementary science programs is
the application stage This stage comes only after the concepts have been
identified am/ after the students have had concrete learning exrepences that
illustrate the respective science concepts During the final stage 1/2,

handicapped students Will ha,Ye an equal opportunity to6royide examples of
where the concept is located,in the real world,or where it could be applied
in a novel situation With such divergence, there is little chance that either
the student or the teacher can- fail ,

Suceessful teachers of the handicapped have long known that
specificity of tasks is important You might be worried that a divergent
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science program will not contribute to the identification of specific learner

tasks. To the contrary, even the most divergent, programs allow- you to
prescribe specific learner objectives Activity-oriented science programs
offer a challenge to the handicapped student if manipulative skills are
deficient, yet you can adapt the activ ity so that it may be accomplished by
these students

The essence of science is doing Keep that essence foremost with the

handicapped
I acknowledge that the previous treatment on teaching the

handicapped is most underdeveloped Having liandicapped students in the
classroom will cause some initial anxieties Yet, you area not alone I hese

students have special teachers who will be able to give you explicit
methodologies and tips on how to maximize science learning w ith them

Evaluating Science Programs

The use of a previously adopted science program or the anticipation_
of a newly adopted one tends to be a source of elementary teacher frustration

and anxiety If teachers tend to rate the adopted program as being of poor
educational quality, then there is a high probabilit? that the will teach that

science program as little as possible if at all Hovv ever, (?nt: cannot attack

any science program without, the use of clearly stated and objective
evaluative criteria Schoolclistricts often have various checklists he which to
evaluate science programs There are, however, far too mans eases where
'adoptions are made somewhat intuitively and the teachers were not truly
involved in the adoption To alleviate these problems, let us now address
the issue of science program evaluation

/0 Program Goals and Objectives. Throughout, l have assumed that
present and future elementary school science programs will be activity
oriented Implied in the assumption is that elementary science education
will continue to stress the scientific processes by which knowledge is
acquired Thus, a major goal for any program is the development of inquiry
as a basis for study

Whether the developers use performance objectives or some form of
knowing what is expected of the learner is critical While there N great
division among science educators about the appropriateness of performance
objectives, you need to have some concept of what is to be accomplished
with the various activities This is the essence of stated objectives

- Scope and Sequence.,There is the need for some logical development
of science activities in a "scope and sequence" chart so that all the staff
knows where the program is. ultimately going Traditionally, the concepts ot,
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sLoiy and s'equok, have meant that a pattern of student learning,experienees
has been planned or_identified Sore implies the relatiye impact 1f the
subject to be studied When planning for irth or brLs,Ith of a definite seienee
program, planners determine the scope There is a great deal of diyergenee in
the scope of topics coYered in general science eourses being designed for the

elementary school, some will treat each topic in depth, while others will
address similar topics in a less developed structure Yet, all topics arc
selected and designed to proYide y ider exposure to the students so that
br,a,ith of the disc4pline is stressed

I-he concept of sequoke implies that the acts ities yy ill he structured,
by a prescribed design Sequence is usually determined by I ) logic each
topic follows a definite entry and exit, (2) topic rt- the concepts are
sequenced to pros ide some Gestalt of the subject, ( 3) hierarchy each

'topic is subdivided into specific learning increments, all being arranged in
patterns of knovyn to unknown to be expanded from simple to complex, (4)
developmental stages the concepts of doeldpmental psychology , usually

Jean Piaget's, are used, and (5) a combination of the four
All science programs must he examined to determine the scope of

topics and the order of sequencing Since similar topics appear iq,nearly all
hooks, it is possible to compose a'table of topic categories to use, iit'chou' ing

a program that best meets the district's science goals
_ e.

Within the concepts of scope and sequence, there should he an
analysis to determine if the science program is highly structured A yen
highly structured program requires close adherence to the program per se
Such programs allow little in the way of teacher mitiatie How eyer1
structured program does have some built-in efficiency i e you know
what is expected and tan spend your time implementing the program rather
than creating new actiYities Loosely structured programs, Luny erselY , allow
a greater degree of teacher latitude in the teaching of topes

Accompanying the above is the concept of program Atibility Most
programs are built with a K-6 scope and sequence, Other programs tend to
have the option of being supplemental to the program that the district has
already adopted In yet other cases, the district can select Yarious

eomponents of the .science progrAm that ultpnately reflect an eclectic
approach to science

Finally, under the concept of scope and sequence comes a
determination about the balance of science subjects or topics that arc
presented Some programs tend to stress a broad balance between the life
and physical sciences Others tend to stress the physical seienees far more
Man the life sciences If a program has strong life science eoinix,nent, has
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the district made the necessary cotnnutments to maintain and delver life
science materials to you, or must You maintain your own life science stock?

The, latter decision is most crucial to the success of any science program that

has a life science component
Instructional Strategies. A good share of this book is devoted to

science instructional strategies Howeyer, w hen evaluating an elementary

school science program, you must consider the types of teachirtg strategies
that are required One importa-rA consideration is the relative amount of
individualization that will take Place If a program requires a great deal of

Indly 'dual student Nsork, then both you and the students must he taught
how to effect that.strategy Because nearly all modern elementary sLience

programs require inquiry in the broadest sense, school distriLt administia

tine personnel and teachers, alike, must simply plan to conduLt in serY 'Lc
efforts that address the many 'techniques that are included undo the generic

term of inquiry Programs also van, from those that desire tLaLhers to he yen

nondirective to those that are highly prescriptivJ
Costs and Maintenance. A critical decision area for many science

programs concerns the initial cost of the program and the yearly NplaLLinent

costs for expendable materials When cost comparisons are made, there is

the tendency to weigh the cost of a compaiable textbook, w hiLh in be kept

for about six years on an adoption cycle, against an aLtly its oriented sLience

program Ultimately, the evaluation of the alternatlyeTs must he made on a

benefit theory basis since it will cost the district to teach scienLe, no matter
what the method Which' program,will aalese the intended goals and
objectives at the least cost tends td he the basis on whzLh layorablc or
unfavorable decisions are made

Teacher Reactions. If your school district has adopted a program or

4, is in the process of field-testing one, .then the "using" teachers should he

polled 41 determine their perceptions This type of esaluation should he
designed to measure the interest of the staff, the use of teaLher time in

teaching science, and the extent to which the teachers pert:cm that the
program is fulfilling the scientific literacy needs of the Lhildren Figure 7

Illustrates one instrument that could he used in such an endeasor

In Final Conclusion

. I had as my original goal the reduLtion of anxiety about tesaLlung

suenLe in the elementary sLhoors I hope that the goal V1, iii IN. MU I ill.: real

pay-off -to You teachers is the aLtual application of the mans ideas and
techniques presented herein
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Kindly .omplete the following Sarin. JkLtt our donentary S..ktkt prOgrJm

I timeime surveN Please Lucie the number of minutes per week spent in thefollowing areas
a Planning time (0-4) (5-10) (11-15) (16-20)
b Setting up materials (0-4) (5-10) (11-15) (16-20)
c Student class time A' (.0.:30) (31-60) (61-90) (90-120)
d Other science activities (0-4) (5-10) (11-15) (16-20)
e the total time in minutes per week spent on science

2 Is the amount of time Ls+ than ,goal to orgr.atir than that spent on mathematics, reading,
and social studies respeitivelv>

Did sou find it necessary to supplement the siienci program with other silence materials
or activities)
a In almost all cases c In a few cases

b In most cases d In no case
IfIsupplements were used, specify for vv hich units or lessons

5 What is Your overall reaction to the science program)
a Very positive c Negative

b Positive d Very negative
6 If nCiative please list specifics

7 What unanticipated events have been happening in your science classroom)

8 In sour opinion how do the students in your classes like the new science program)
A Like it very much d Dislike it
b Like it e Dislike it very much
c No opimOn

9 What concern or problems have you had with the pri.)gram%

Figure 7 Sample Instrument to Evaluate Silence Programs

To be certain, I could have presented other topics that would reduce
teacher anxiety However, this work must be viewed as a -commencement"

a beginning to make you aware of the potentials that exist in your
classroom and to stimulate you to analyze your own specific needs, wants,
desires, and anxieties Many of the detailed accounts on the previous pages
shouldsnoulu ieau you to examine the current assets and &flop of you school's
elementary scjAnce program, As well as the assets an eficits of your own
professional biAground.
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In the final analysis, it will be the teachers and principaLs_who will
improYe science in our elementan schools No curriculum is teacher
proof The single most important person in the classroom (other than the
students, of course) is the teacher 'leachers inspire ,Teachers proyide the
affectie dimensions of science Teachers challenge, guide, and share in the
richness and Joy of Young learners accomplishing their science lessons and
making discoveries that are for them trulY significant eyents Yes, ft.is the
human side of science teaching that is all important Inspiration for

excellence begins in the kindergarten and continues in a neyLr ending Ode
Through the'field of science sou hale an adY antage oYer all other teachers or
subjects science is the shape of things to come'

Yet, the real anxiety of teaching science lies in our own inability to
Inc peacefully on a planet that will shortly he inhabited by six billion
people Humanistic concepts such as charity, love, and justice need
operational definitions just as gravity, fusion, and relany I ty A critical
challenge in the teaching of science is to reduce irrational patterns in human
behaYlor through the processes of scientific thought How to discover and

cjpply new knowledge and extend it to benefit all humankind is the

challenge that great teachers hale always presented to their students Let
that he, In some small part, your challenges
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SCIENCE ANXILTY
AND THE

CI_ASSROOly1 TEACHER

Many teachers (especially on the elementary level) tend to be apprehensise

about the teaching of science, despite the fact that science, technology, and scientific

aloes permeate American culture Perhaps that is the problem icience is so much a

part of our daily. lines that we tend not to observe the es iaence of its processes
occurrnig within and around us

1 he problems associated vs oh teaching s'IQ encls,at the elementary level have not.

resulted from indecision as to what to teach or es"finliou. to teach, but rather from what

seems to be a fear of trailing make In this publication Donald C Orlieh pros tdes a
series of classroom-tested practices and techniques designed to help classroom
teachers osercome science anxiety The material is developed through these key
concepts Fearing the Unknown, Managing Materials and Organizing for Inquiry,

Using Questions, Being Successful with Stience Related Discussions, and Fitting the
Pieces All Together

Earls readers of the manuscript commented An excellent concise hook to help
alias the fears of-classroom teachers "Well organized, franl., and self-assuring
"Perhaps elementary teachers are in most need df this but ) includes secondary
teachers as well "Throughout the book there are excellent definitions of the
Linicepts promulgated by the 'author In addition, he-pros ides era! good figures to
illUstrate his !mots "1 his publicatitm would be a suitable purchase fora library
or faculty loungt However, it could best be used as an introduction for an in sers ice
workshop on teaching science in elementary schools "Science supers rsors would
benefit from this text

I he author, Donald C CrItch, is Professor of Education and Science Instruction

at Washington State University, Pullman He has also taught at Idaho State
Unwersity and prior to that he was an elementary and junior high school science
teacher in Butte,'Mont'ana He is the author o(fIsignigSensibl.Stirviys and co-author of

Strat,gies w r lnstrtr,tiou, The Art of Writing Sit,e ssful R&D Proposals,
and Designs for lmplcinentation
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